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Our economy is dominated by five aging tech giants – Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, Meta, and Microsoft. In the last twenty years, no company has commercialized a new technology in a way that threatens them. Why?

We argue that the tech giants have learned how to coopt disruption. They identify potentially disruptive technologies, use their money to influence the startups developing them, strategically dole out access to the resources the startups need to grow, and seek regulation that makes it harder for the startups to compete. When a threat emerges, they buy it off. And after they acquire a startup, they redirect its people and assets to their own innovation needs. These seemingly unrelated behaviors work together to enable the tech giants to maintain their dominance in the face of disruptive innovations.

We show how three important new technologies – artificial intelligence, virtual reality, and automated driving – are being coopted right now. And we argue that, even though consumers sometimes benefit when startups partner with incumbents, coopting disruption is bad for both competition and innovation in the long run. At best, consumers receive incremental improvements to the tech giants’ existing products. They miss out on the more fundamental innovations that an independent company would have developed – both innovations that threaten an incumbent’s core business and those that a company locked into an existing mindset (and revenue stream) might simply not appreciate. Cooption cements incumbency, undermining the Schumpeterian competition that drove innovation in the tech industry throughout the 20th century.

We propose reforms that would make it harder to coopt disruption. We can revitalize a century-old law that prevents people from serving as officers or directors of their competitors, extending it to prevent incumbents from controlling the direction of startups. We can prohibit incumbent monopolies from discriminating in the access they provide to their data or networks based on whether the company is a competitive threat. We can ensure incumbents cannot use regulation as a mechanism to undercut competition. And we can make it presumptively illegal for incumbent monopolies to acquire startups that might compete with them.
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INTRODUCTION

Our economy is dominated by five aging tech giants—Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, Meta, and Microsoft. Each of these firms was founded more than twenty years ago: Apple and Microsoft in the 1970s, Google and Amazon in the 1990s, and Facebook in 2004. Each of them grew by successfully commercializing a disruptive technology—personal computers (Apple), operating systems (Microsoft), online shopping (Amazon), search engines (Google), and social networks (Facebook). Each of them displaced the incumbents that came before them. But in the last twenty years, no company has commercialized a new technology in a way that threatens the tech giants. Why?

While there are many reasons for the tech giants’ continued dominance, we think an important and overlooked one is that they have learned how to co-opt disruption. They identify potentially disruptive technologies, use their money to influence the startups developing them, strategically dole out access to the resources the startups need to grow, and seek regulation that will make it harder for the startups to compete. When a threat emerges, they buy it off. And after they acquire a startup, they redirect its people and assets to their own innovation needs.

In this paper, we identify the phenomenon of cooption and discuss the various forms it can take, from seemingly innocuous investments in startups to selective sharing of data access to more pernicious “killer acquisitions.” We show how these seemingly different acts are part of a pattern tech companies and other incumbents use to maintain their dominance in the face of disruptive new innovations. And we document how three important new technologies—artificial intelligence (AI), virtual reality (VR), and automated driving—are being coopted. This is a critical legal issue right now. Indeed, after we wrote this paper, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) announced that it would review incumbent investments into startups in one of the areas we identified—AI.

Coopting disruption is a challenging problem for the law. Cooption can look a great deal like competition and innovation. And partnering with an incumbent can sometimes offer real benefits to both startups and their customers. Nonetheless, we think incumbents coopting disruption is bad for both
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competition and innovation in the long run. At best, consumers receive incremental improvements to the tech giants’ existing products. They miss out on the more fundamental innovations that an independent company would have developed – both innovations that threaten an incumbent’s core business and those that a company locked into an existing mindset (and revenue stream) might simply not appreciate. And cooption cements incumbency, undermining the Schumpeterian competition – competition to become the next dominant firm – that drove innovation in the tech industry throughout the 20th century.

We suggest several ways the law can reduce the harm from coopting disruption. We can revitalize a century-old law that prevents people from serving as officers or directors of their competitors, extending it to prevent incumbents from controlling the direction of startups. We can make it illegal for incumbent monopolies to discriminate in the access they provide to their data or programs based on whether the company is a competitive threat. We can ensure incumbents cannot use regulation as a mechanism to undercut competition from startups. And we should make it presumptively illegal for incumbent monopolies to acquire startups developing innovations that might prove disruptive.

In Part I, we discuss innovation, competition, and the structural advantages to incumbency in the tech industry that set the stage for cooption. In Part II, we discuss the various strategies tech incumbents use to coopt disruptive technologies. In Part III, we explore several case studies of cooption going on right now in important new industries. Finally, in Part IV we discuss the policy implications of cooption and consider ways to combat it.

I. THE THREAT TO INNOVATION

In this Part, we start by acknowledging the ways in which large incumbents are better equipped to innovate than smaller, less established firms. Next, we explain why large incumbents nonetheless usually focus their R&D on incremental improvements, miss out on disruptive innovations, and get leapfrogged by startups. Then, we ask: if large incumbents are susceptible to disruption, why have the tech giants sustained their dominance for two decades? We evaluate possible theories before introducing our own.
A. Advantages of Large Incumbents

Schumpeter argued that large incumbents were better able to innovate than other firms. First, he argued, large incumbents can take advantage of economies of scale. They have already paid some of the fixed costs necessary for innovation by investing in talent, facilities, equipment, computing power, and data. Therefore, their marginal cost of commercializing a new technology is lower. Relatedly, large incumbents have pre-existing relationships with customers, distributors, suppliers, and regulators. They have built a brand that gives them credibility in these interactions. Consequently, they can bring new products to market more quickly. He thought these advantages were so great that serial monopolies were the normal outcome. Competition, to Schumpeter, would come not in the form of rivals selling the same goods, but competition to take over the market itself and become the next monopoly in the series.

Large incumbents can also take advantage of economies of scope. Innovation creates “involuntary spillovers”—new knowledge that has economic value beyond the specific product that the firm was developing. If a company sells a broader portfolio of products, it is more likely to take advantage of those spillovers. Imagine the value that Alphabet could extract from a machine learning breakthrough in image classification—it might improve Google search, Google Maps, Android, YouTube, and other Alphabet products. The greater ex post value large incumbents can extract from innovation should make them more likely to innovate ex ante.

Perhaps most importantly, large incumbents can access capital at a lower cost. A profitable firm can use its internal cash flows to fund innovation rather than raising capital from outside investors. This means that the firm can avoid the conflicts of interest that outside investors can introduce. And they can retain a larger share of the profits that the innovation generates.

Some large incumbents may have another potential advantage—a longer investment time horizon. A secure monopolist might develop some insulation from market pressures and be able to invest in projects that will not come to fruition for many years. This is one reason offered to explain the research
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7 Baker, supra note 4, at 578–88 n.33; see also Giulio Frederico et al., Antitrust and Innovation: Welcoming and Protecting Disruption, 20 INNOVATION POLICY & ECON. 125, 133 (2020).
8 Schumpeter, supra note 3, at 87; Baker, supra note 4, at 578.
productivity of mid-century corporate R&D units like Bell Labs, IBM Research, and Xerox PARC. Startups, by contrast, must raise new rounds of capital every 12-24 months. And their VCs must exit within about five to seven years of their investment. But at the same time, large incumbents arguably face more pressure to deliver short-term profits than a startup would. Public companies must disclose their financial statements every quarter. Their executives must defend their investment decisions to analysts in quarterly earnings calls. And public companies that make large, long-term investments are vulnerable to attack by activist hedge funds. For these reasons, while some large incumbents may have a longer leash than other firms, that is not always true.

Still, time horizons aside, large incumbents appear to have significant advantages in innovation. Why do they often lose out to new entrants riding an innovative idea? What happened to IBM? Chrysler? The answer is that large incumbents face predictable industrial organization problems that inhibit innovation.

B. Disadvantages of Large Incumbents

Large incumbents struggle to innovate because (1) their success will cannibalize their own market share, (2) their managers prefer to deliver incremental innovations to their existing customers, (3) their single veto point decision-making structure encourages risk-aversion, and (4) they cannot appropriately compensate employees working on innovation projects.

1. Arrow’s Replacement Effect

The most important reason why large incumbents—and especially monopolists—don’t innovate is that they don’t gain anything by stealing their own market share. To illustrate this point, consider a market with two firms, Incumbent and Challenger. Suppose Challenger introduces a new product. Some of Incumbent’s existing customers will buy Challenger’s product instead of Incumbent’s product, so Challenger will “steal” some of Incumbent’s business. Incumbent might respond by lowering its prices. Or it might respond by
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9 Ashish Arora et al., The Changing Structure of American Innovation: Some Cautionary Remarks for Economic Growth, 20 INNOVATION POL’Y & ECON. 39, 41–43 (2020). Notably, however, while those research labs generated pioneering inventions, their corporate masters were much less adept at implementing those innovations.


14 See Frederico et al., supra note 7, at 139.
adding new features to its existing products or introducing a new product of its own. Either way, consumers benefit.

Now suppose instead that Incumbent buys Challenger.\textsuperscript{15} After the deal, Incumbent no longer has to worry about Challenger stealing its business. And Incumbent could decide to sell the product that Challenger developed. But it has little incentive to do so because the sales of its former competitor’s product would simply replace sales of its own product. More generally, a monopolist has diminished incentives to introduce new products, improve product quality, or lower prices because any new sales generated replace its existing sales. This is Arrow’s replacement effect.\textsuperscript{16}

The same applies to R&D.\textsuperscript{17} Suppose that another firm, Adjacent, develops R&D capabilities that overlap with Incumbent’s capabilities. Adjacent will not steal business immediately. But Incumbent will now expect that it is more likely that Adjacent will successfully commercialize a technology into a competing product that steals its business. Worse, R&D in a fast-moving industry might not just steal business; it might displace the market altogether by moving consumers to a new market. Ask the once-giant makers of photocopiers and film cameras how business is going.

Incumbent might respond by investing in its own R&D capabilities or by buying Adjacent.\textsuperscript{18} If Incumbent decides to invest in R&D, consumers gain a greater chance of benefitting from innovation. If Incumbent decides to buy Adjacent, the combined firm will internalize the business-stealing effects of the R&D capabilities. Incumbent might shut down one of the R&D divisions, reducing the chance that consumers will benefit from innovation. And even if Incumbent integrates the innovation into its own products, it is unlikely to do so in a way that eliminates or disrupts its core market.

The general lesson is, all else equal, the larger a firm’s market share and the less it is threatened by competition, the weaker its incentives to innovate. So we should expect large incumbents to not innovate much. And if they can dispense with the competitors rather than have to compete with them, they will do that.\textsuperscript{19}

\textbf{2. Bias Against Disruptive Innovations}

Arrow’s theory focuses on firm-level incentives. It dovetails with Christensen’s theory of disruptive innovation, which focuses on the career incentives

\textsuperscript{15} See id. at 140.
\textsuperscript{17} Frederico et al., \textit{supra} note 7, at 140–41.
\textsuperscript{18} Id. at 140–41.
\textsuperscript{19} See Mark A. Lemley, \textit{Free the Market: How We Can Save Capitalism from the Capitalists} (Working Paper, Jan. 11, 2024).
of middle managers.\textsuperscript{20} Many managers, Christensen says, have built relationships with their firm’s customers and have become attuned to satisfying those customers’ needs.\textsuperscript{21} They aim to protect and maybe modestly improve on the status quo, not to disrupt it. Incumbent managers have an incentive to deliver \textit{sustaining innovations}—incremental improvements in quality to the firm’s existing products that will please its existing customers.\textsuperscript{22} But they have substantial disincentives to pursue projects that upset the apple cart, even if doing so would bring new customers to the firm.

Startup managers, by contrast, are not beholden to existing customers, so they are more willing to pursue \textit{disruptive innovations} that target new customers and new markets.\textsuperscript{23} These disruptive innovations may be inferior to the state-of-the-art products on some dimensions.\textsuperscript{24} Think about the quality of photos on early generations of mobile phones. But startups can refine their disruptive innovations and ultimately leapfrog incumbents.\textsuperscript{25} Middle managers at a camera company might be happy to improve their cameras if it meant their customers bought new ones. But it would never occur to them to do away with the camera altogether—and if it did, they would be horrified by the idea. This, Christensen says, is why creative destruction generally comes from outside.\textsuperscript{26}

Christensen also argues that large incumbents face structural obstacles to information sharing.\textsuperscript{27} The employees who have innovative ideas—the engineers who work on developing the firm’s technologies—are often unable to convey those ideas up the chain of command. Again, the incentives of middle managers are to blame. They may not stand to benefit personally from the innovative ideas, or they may not simply realize the value of these ideas to the firm’s overall strategy.\textsuperscript{28} Either way, they can serve as an information bottleneck that prevents information from reaching executives. The leadership at smaller firms with less hierarchical structures are more likely to learn about their employees’ innovative ideas.\textsuperscript{29}

Even if senior management is interested in disruptive innovation—and they face many of the same incentives against it—large companies generally

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{20} CLAYTON M. CHRISTENSEN, THE INNOVATOR’S DILEMMA: WHEN NEW TECHNOLOGIES CAUSE GREAT FIRMS TO FAIL (1997).
  \item \textsuperscript{21} \textit{Id.} at 4, 18–21.
  \item \textsuperscript{22} \textit{Id.} at 10–13, 23–24.
  \item \textsuperscript{23} \textit{Id.} at 9, 14–15, 19–21.
  \item \textsuperscript{24} \textit{Id.} at xix, 15–18, 19–23.
  \item \textsuperscript{25} \textit{Id.} at 16–18.
  \item \textsuperscript{26} \textit{Id.} at 24.
  \item \textsuperscript{27} \textit{Id.} at 29–30.
  \item \textsuperscript{28} \textit{Id.} at 43, 54.
  \item \textsuperscript{29} \textit{Id.} at 55.
\end{itemize}
don’t succeed at building disruptive innovation in-house. Housing an innovation project inside a firm with diverse lines of business creates conflict with those other businesses. Some firm assets—cash, cloud computing, equipment, facilities, and engineers’ time—are rivalrous and finite, so executives must be willing to fight internal constituencies to devote those resources to innovation.

3. **Veto Points**

Another way in which large incumbents differ from startups is how they seek out funding. Inside a large incumbent, decisions about whether to fund an innovative project must pass through one veto point. In the venture capital market, many competing investors independently decide whether to finance an innovative idea. Inside a firm, an employee with an innovative idea must pitch an idea to managers who ultimately report to one executive gatekeeper. In the venture capital market, if a would-be startup founder pitches an idea to ten VC firms, and nine of them are not persuaded, the idea gets funded. The advantage of market-based finance over internal finance applies not just to the initiative but also the continuation of an innovation project. Inside a firm, an executive who has soured on a project can terminate it. In the venture capital market, when a startup’s initial investors grow skeptical, the company can still pitch outsiders on infusing more cash.

Notably, this advantage largely disappears in a competitive market, because with ten competing firms, like ten VCs, one firm pursuing a new path may be enough. But in concentrated markets, it is individual firm leaders, not the disciplining effect of market competition, that call the shots. And while economists often describe markets as efficient, there is no reason to believe individual corporate executives make efficient (or even rational) decisions. Just ask Twitter. Markets work not because private executives make good decisions but because the ones who make bad decisions get driven out. But that dynamic only works with competition.

4. **Compensation and Agency Problems**

Large incumbents can also struggle to set the right incentives for employees to execute innovation projects. Progress on an innovation project can be difficult to observe, especially if it requires years of experimentation. If a firm
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30 Bresnahan et al., supra note 6, at 205–06.
32 See id. at 909.
pays its engineers a flat salary, it might both give them insufficient motivation to turn the innovation into a product and insufficient reward if the project proves to be successful. And if it doesn’t, it risks internal strife at the company.

Startups solve this problem by giving employees stock options. Every employee with significant equity knows that if the startup successfully exits, they will be rewarded.\textsuperscript{35} Stock in a large, diversified public company does not create similar incentives. The incentives are diluted because the value of the stock will be affected by too many variables unrelated to the success of the specific innovation project.\textsuperscript{36} Some large firms have tried to solve these problems with synthetic equity or “tracking stock,” but in the absence of a market for the innovation project itself, employees are vulnerable to the firm undervaluing the project opportunistically.\textsuperscript{37}

The compensation problem also inhibits large incumbents from acting on new ideas from their own employees. As Bankman and Gilson explain, large firms do not recognize internal “property rights” to innovations that employees develop.\textsuperscript{38} If they did, employees might become reluctant to share information. But not protecting internal property rights gives innovative employees incentive to leave.\textsuperscript{39} If employees at a large firm found their own startup and raise venture capital to fund it, they will earn a much greater share of the profits of the innovation. Indeed, the history of Silicon Valley is a repeated pattern of engineers leaving large incumbents, forming startups, developing new innovations, and then ultimately overtaking the incumbents.\textsuperscript{40}

In theory, companies can employ legal mechanisms to discourage this. An employee who comes up with an idea while at work and then leaves to pursue it rather than disclosing it to their employer is misappropriating trade secrets, and the company might sue the startup to stop it.\textsuperscript{41} But it can be hard to know when an idea was developed, and most companies pursue trade secrets cases only when there is hard evidence of an employee taking the company’s own


\textsuperscript{36} Edward M. Iacobucci & George G. Triantis, \textit{Economic and Legal Boundaries of Firms,} 93 VA. L. REV. 515, 568 (2007).

\textsuperscript{37} See \textit{id.} at 536–38.


\textsuperscript{39} \textit{Id.} at 303–04.

\textsuperscript{40} See SEBASTIAN MALLABY, \textit{THE POWER LAW: VENTURE CAPITAL AND THE MAKING OF THE NEW FUTURE} 17–39 (2022) (recounting the story of the “Traitorous Eight” engineers who left the Schockley Semiconductor Laboratory to form the venture-backed startup Fairchild Semiconductor).

secrets. And while companies could prevent employees from leaving at all by signing noncompete agreements, states are – with good reason – increasingly refusing to enforce those agreements, which inefficiently reduce innovation and economic growth. An entrepreneurial employee stuck working for a bad company is likely to be a frustrated employee, not an innovative one for the employer. Other mechanisms designed to retain innovative employees – like stock options that vest over time – can help to some extent, but they are subject to many of the same limits. Stock in a mature company doesn’t have the upside potential of stock in a promising startup, so it may dampen the incentive to leave but it doesn’t eliminate it.

* * *

The disadvantages of large incumbents explain the historical pattern we have observed. Disruptive innovations overwhelmingly come from outsiders, typically venture-backed startups. Microsoft, not IBM, built the dominant desktop operating system. Google, not Microsoft, built the dominant search engine. Facebook, not Google, built the dominant social network.

C. The Tech Giants’ Sustained Dominance

The last two decades, though, have told a different story. Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, Microsoft, and Meta have not faced a serious challenge from a disruptive new entrant in the past twenty years. And each of them holds a dominant share of at least one important market. Alphabet’s Google search has 81% of the search market; Chrome has 59% of the desktop browser market; and, Android has 47% of the mobile operating system market, which

---


46 Id. at 106.

47 Id. at 177.
enables the Google Play Store to have a significant share of the mobile app store market. Amazon has at least 40% of the online retail market, and AWS has 24% of the cloud computing market—three times the share of its closest competitor, Microsoft Azure. Apple’s Safari has 56% of the mobile browser market, and iOS has 52% of the mobile operating system market, which enables Apple’s App Store to have a significant share of the mobile app store market. Meta’s dominance of the social network market is harder to quantify because the market is hard to define, but we know that globally Facebook has 1.8 billion users, WhatsApp has 2.0 billion users, and Instagram has 1.4 billion users. And, despite its age, Microsoft Windows still has around 73% of the desktop operating system market.

Have the tech giants solved the industrial organization problems that inhibit innovation at large firms? We doubt it. Instead, we think there are five reasons that together explain the tech giant’s continuing dominance. Four are already widely known: network effects, self-preferencing, paying for defaults, and cloning. We introduce a fifth that is less well understood: coopting disruption.

1. Network Effects

The tech giants’ core businesses are built on platforms. A platform is an intermediary in a two-sided market. It connects users on one side of the market with users on the other side for transactions or interactions. For example, consumers want to download apps. App developers want to distribute their apps to consumers. Apple’s App Store (or Google’s Play store) is the platform that connects them. Alphabet has Google search and the Google Play Store on Android. The core of Amazon’s business is its online marketplace connecting buyers and sellers. Meta has Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp, all of which are about connecting users to each other. And countless tech companies connect advertisers to customers by matching user interests.

---

48 Id. at 212–13.
49 Id. at 93–94.
50 Id. at 106.
51 Id. at 84.
52 Id. at 75.
Platforms tend to exhibit network effects—the addition of a new user increases the value of a platform to existing users and attracts new users. When a new app developer makes its app available on the App Store, the App Store becomes more valuable to Apple’s existing customers who want to download that app. Other consumers who were not previously Apple customers but want to download the app become more likely to buy an Apple device. Network effects can create a flywheel. As more consumers join the App Store, more developers will want to make their apps available.

Even many tech products that aren’t platforms per se also exhibit network effects. Some of these involve interoperability. VHS tapes would historically play on a variety of VCR devices, but Betamax tapes would play only on a Sony device. The larger market for VHS devices meant that there were more movies available for that platform, and the larger number of movies in turn encouraged people to buy VHS machines in the 1980s. The same dynamic drove customers to the open PC platform over the closed Apple Mac in the 1990s, and led to the success of DVD over DIVX as a successor to the VCR. While interoperability has reduced the importance of technical compatibility as a network effect—PCs and Macs now talk to each other, for instance—learning a system can still create indirect network effects. Windows users can’t costlessly switch to Mac and vice versa—not because they will lose their data, as was once true, but because they have to relearn a new system.

Markets with network effects tend to be concentrated. Once a platform sets the network effect flywheel in motion, its position can be hard to dislodge. The is especially true if the platform’s users face high switching costs. Switching costs may depend on whether most users in a market stick to one platform—“single-home”—or toggle between two or more platforms—“multi-home.” For example, a consumer might single-home in search by using
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55 Id. at 994–96; Hal Varian and Carl Shapiro, INFORMATION RULES: A STRATEGIC GUIDE TO THE NETWORK ECONOMY (1999); Mark A. Lemley & David McGowan, Legal Implications of Network Economic Effects, 86 CALIF. 479 (1998).
60 Lemley & McGowan, supra note 55, at 494. Other network effects can be psychological. iPhones and Android phones communicate seamlessly with each other via text, but the texts appear in different colors, and having a blue text box has become something of a status symbol.
61 Rochet & Tirole, supra note 54, at 993–94.
Google search on all her devices but multi-home in social networks by having accounts on Instagram and LinkedIn. It is also a function of the difficulty of learning a new system.

The combination of strong network effects and high fixed costs can create barriers to entry. For example, developing a search engine requires crawling the internet to build an index of websites and crawling them again regularly to update. Google crawled the web, built an index, and established a dominant search engine early.62 Microsoft created a competing index for Bing.63 But now many website owners do not permit their sites to be crawled by any search engines other than Google and Bing.64 Since Google dominates web traffic (with Bing a distant second), there is little upside for any individual website owner to allow other search engines to crawl its sites. This individually rational behavior creates a barrier to new entrants in the search market. Most other search engines today actually pay Google for access to its index.65

Network effects do not entail permanent monopolies.66 But they change the nature of competition. In some cases, platforms do not compete for market share in a market. They compete for the market. The high margins that a platform company can extract attract competition. And the threat of business stealing can encourage platform innovation. One important way that companies compete for platforms is by riding waves of disruptive innovation. Microsoft Windows has sustained its dominance in the desktop operating system market. But the rise of smartphones created a new market for mobile operating systems where Windows’ network effects were less relevant.

So part of the tech giants’ dominance can be attributed to the network effects of their platforms. But if the channels of competition are open, we should expect their platforms to face challenges – if not head-to-head competition, at least technologies that change the nature of the market, creating a new platform – and a new incumbent. But that hasn’t happened. Why not? One theory is that the tech giants are abusing the power of their platforms with exclusionary conduct.

2. Self-Preferencing

63 Id.
64 Id.
65 Id.
One kind of exclusionary conduct is “self-preferencing.” Amazon, for example, both invites third party vendors to sell their products in its online marketplace and sells its own house brands that compete with those vendors. Amazon has a powerful advantage in that competition. It has access to data on all of its competitors—who their customers are, which products are selling well, and which prices work best. And it controls which ads consumers see when they search for a specific product. Assuming Amazon uses that information to prefer its own products to those of its competitors (either by pricing strategically or by promoting its own products in search results) – something alleged but not yet proven in a pending antitrust case – the result is to bias competition. Vendors cannot realistically protest Amazon’s self-preferencing (or just go elsewhere) because Amazon has such a dominant share in the online retail market. If they want to sell their goods online, they have to sell on Amazon and put up with rigged competition. Similar allegations have been made against Google, which appears to prefer its own search verticals to competitive sites even when its own search algorithm would dictate otherwise.

Self-preferencing can explain some of the continued dominance by tech firms, but by no means all. It helps vertically integrated companies gain an edge over competitors in the market they integrate into; Amazon can outcompete other product suppliers on its platform because it boosts its own products on that platform. But it can’t explain the continued dominance of the platform itself.

3. Payment for Defaults

Another form of exclusionary conduct is paying another company to make your service the default on another company’s platform. To be sure, paying a company to exclude your competitors would certainly be anticompetitive. But if one company will be the default, can companies bid to take that position? For example, Alphabet pays Apple a reported $18 billion (with a b) each year for Google to be the default search engine on iOS devices. Android and iOS together account for 99% of the U.S. mobile operating system market. Consequently, almost everyone who uses a smartphone in America is accustomed
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71 H.R. REP. NO. 117-8, supra note 45, at 82.
to Google search. Alphabet claims that “competition is just a click away.”

But research and experience have shown that defaults can be somewhat sticky. So controlling the default position can give Alphabet (or whoever wins the Apple bid) an advantage. That said, someone has to be the default, and it might be better for consumers if the default is the search engine most users already prefer. The real problem might be the idea of paying for placement, whoever wins the bidding war.

Paying for placement too is only a partial explanation. Google may gain an advantage from being the default search engine on iOS, but it faces competition to pay for that spot, and a challenger like Microsoft might have an even greater incentive to outbid Google in order to gain whatever advantage comes with sticky defaults.

4. Cloning

The tech giants also stand accused of “cloning” startups’ products. Cloning means identifying a potentially competitive product, developing a highly similar product or highly similar feature for its existing products, and then bringing it to market. For example, Meta has responded to the rising popularity of the short-form video app TikTok by adding a highly similar short-form video feature, Reels, to Instagram. Complaints about cloning are sometimes coupled with the concern that the tech giants have created a “kill zone” around their core markets. Some startup founders have said that it is difficult to pitch VCs on ideas that would compete with the tech giants. The VCs, these founders say, worry that the tech giants will clone their idea and effectively kill off the startup.

There is another name for cloning: competition. There is nothing illegal about copying business ideas that are not protected by intellectual property rights. If one of the tech giants can copy a startup’s idea, improve on it, and outcompete it on the merits, that is a win for consumer welfare. This is the threat of business-stealing working as it is supposed to. Cloning is only objectionable if the tech giant wins out not by competition on the merits, but by
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exclusionary conduct. For example, if the tech giant’s cloned product is inferior in quality, but the giant gets consumers to use it by self-preferencing, then consumer welfare is harmed. But the harm is due to the self-preferencing, not the cloning.

Further, it is remarkable how often cloning fails. Google+, Google’s effort to build a social media service that combined the best of Facebook and Twitter was an abject failure. Apple’s effort to control the music world’s move to streaming by offering its own alternative to Spotify hasn’t prevented Spotify from dominating music streaming and eclipsing the once-vibrant (and Apple-dominated) market for music downloads. Meta’s effort to copy Snap, then TikTok, by introducing Stories and Reels has not proven terribly successful, and certainly has not prevented those companies from building their markets. That is not to say cloning never works, of course. For instance, Microsoft integrated spellcheck into Word, eliminating the market for freestanding spellcheck software. But it suggests that deep pockets, motivation, and the ability to copy software are not always enough to capture a new market from an entrant.

The most important point about cloning is one that we have not heard before. The ease with which the tech giants can clone many technologies developed by competing startups suggests that something deeper is going on when they decide to acquire a startup. If the product is cloneable, then why would you buy the company and burn cash paying off its VCs? Sometimes the answer is that the tech giant wants the talent, and the specific engineers the giant wants cannot be picked off and hired individually. This kind of deal is called an acquihire. But if the deal is not just an acquihire, then it is likely that the tech giant may be worried about what the startup might become if it remains independent. And it may reflect recognition that there is something about many disruptive technologies that is hard to replicate.


Each of these phenomena play a role in explaining why the cycles of Schumpeterian competition that have long characterized the tech industry have stalled in the internet space over the past twenty years. But even taken together, they can’t be the whole story. Each of these effects was true to at least some extent in prior eras. Microsoft enjoyed strong network effects in the 1990s as the dominant maker of operating system software – far more dominant than it is today. It cloned internet browser technology from upstarts like Netscape, and it engaged in anticompetitive conduct designed to ensure that it, not Netscape, became the browser of choice. But Microsoft’s victory over Netscape was short-lived. New startups – Mozilla and then Google – came out of nowhere and took the market away from it. Microsoft still benefits from network effects, and it still uses cloning and self-preferencing to send users to its Edge browser. But it doesn’t work. Microsoft employed all the tools of a dominant firm in a network market, but it still faced disruption.

Why, then, are there no similar disruptions today? In the face of what Cory Doctorow has called the “enshittification” of the internet—the decline in quality of service from each of the dominant players—why don’t we see new startups swooping in from nowhere to change the market? In Part II, we suggest that the modern story includes one critical element missing from prior accounts: efforts by incumbents to coopt that disruption.

II. THE COOPTION PLAYBOOK

We start with the premise that the tech giants are smart. Their executive suites are filled with MBAs and engineers who have read Christensen’s book or absorbed its logic from their social milieu. They realize the power of disruptive innovation, and they don’t want to become the next IBM. And though they would not say so publicly, they realize that as a large incumbent, they will struggle to overcome the diseconomies of scale and develop disruptive innovations in-house. Imagine yourself as an executive at one of the tech giants tasked with preventing the company from being leapfrogged by disruptive competition. Despite the advantages of network effects and the possibility of cloning, past experience has shown that your current monopoly status is no guarantee against future disruption. What to do?

---

We think you would take four steps. First, you would learn as much as you can about which companies had the capability to develop disruptive innovations and try to steer them away from competing with you—perhaps by partnering with them, or perhaps by investing in them. Second, you would make sure that those companies could not access the critical resources they would need to transform their innovation into a disruptive product. Third, you would tell your government relations team to seek regulation that would build a competitive moat around your position and keep disruption out. Fourth, if one of the companies you were tracking nevertheless did start to develop a disruptive product, you would want extract that innovation—and choke off the potential competition—in an acquisition.

That is precisely what the tech giants are doing. They have built a powerful reconnaissance network covering emerging competitive threats by investing in startups as corporate VCs and by cultivating relationships with financial VCs. They have accumulated massive quantities of data that are essential for many software and AI innovations, and they dole out access to this data and to their networks selectively. They have asked legislators to regulate the tech industry—in a way that will buttress incumbents. And they have repeatedly bought potentially competitive startups in a way that has flown—until a few years ago—below the antitrust radar. Together, we call these strategies coopting disruption.

Cooption is hard to observe because each of these strategies are dual-purpose. A large incumbent tech firm without the slightest anticompetitive intent would want to learn about and perhaps invest in technologies relevant to their business, collect and carefully control the use of data and access to its network, influence the regulation of its business, and acquire startups with valuable technologies and talented engineers. In some cases, the executives undertaking these strategies may not even be consciously motivated by anticompetitive goals. But over time these strategies have rewired Silicon Valley so that disruptive innovation is less likely. Whether intentional or not, cooption has forestalled competition.

A. Coopting Venture Capital

The incubator of disruptive competition is the venture capital market. Each of the tech giants was born as a venture-backed startup. And today venture capital continues to fuel rapid growth. Even though venture-backed startups are increasingly likely to exit by acquisition than IPO,84 companies that raise venture capital are still much more likely to have an IPO than other new businesses.85 Once they go public, former venture-backed startups grow faster

84 Lemley & McCreary, supra note 11, at 26.
85 Lemley & McCreary, supra note 11, at 27–28.
than other newly public companies.\textsuperscript{86} And the venture capital market does not just produce fast-growing companies—it produces more innovative companies. To take just one example, patents developed at venture-backed startups are more original, more generic, and more highly cited than patents at other companies.\textsuperscript{87}

Venture capital relies on disruption. The business model takes significant risk in hopes that while most venture-backed companies will fail, a few will succeed spectacularly.\textsuperscript{88} And when they do succeed, it is either by opening an entirely new market (rare) or disrupting an existing one. Indeed, you can’t have a conversation in the VC world without the term “disruption” coming up repeatedly. Venture capital, then, is a well-recognized funding source for disruptive technologies, and its success has been one of the chief drivers of the cycle of Schumpeterian competition that has propelled US innovation beyond its foreign counterparts. That also means that tech giants hunting for disruptive competition know where to look.

The tech giants coopt the venture capital market in two ways. They invest directly in startups through corporate venture capital.\textsuperscript{89} And they cultivate relationships with independent or financial VCs. These investments and relationships provide them with valuable competitive reconnaissance and influence over startups in their fields and help them steer startups in a direction that aligns with their competitive interests.

1. \textit{Corporate VC}

Each of the tech giants has made large investments in startups. The structure through which they make these investments varies. Alphabet’s GV (formerly Google Ventures) is the industry leader, with over $8 billion in assets under management.\textsuperscript{90} Microsoft’s VC arm, now called M12, was founded in
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2016, but since then has made about 285 investments.\textsuperscript{91} Amazon has a dedicated venture fund—the $1 billion Industrial Innovations Fund.\textsuperscript{92} Meta created a New Products Experimentation team, which has made early-stage investments.\textsuperscript{93} Apple is an active venture investor too—it famously invested $1 billion in Didi Chuxing, the Uber of China.\textsuperscript{94} But it tends to keep its investments (like most of the rest of its plans) quiet.

Corporate venture investments provide valuable reconnaissance. Over a decade ago, Josh Lerner extolled corporate VC investments in the \textit{Harvard Business Review}, explaining that a “venture fund can serve as an intelligence-gathering initiative, helping a company protect itself from emerging competitive threats.”\textsuperscript{95} In fact, corporate VCs don’t even need to make an investment to begin the reconnaissance. It is typical for VCs to vet many more startups than they ultimately choose to invest in. Corporate VCs with the power to write a big check—and all the tech giants can write big checks—will find it easy to get startups to pitch to them. In these pitch meetings, the corporate VCs can learn about a startup’s team, its technology, and its business plan. And they can ask follow-up questions about which companies the startup views as its competitors, what obstacles it foresees to bring the technology to market, and what early data suggests about market interest. The standard practice in pitch meetings is that VCs do not sign NDAs,\textsuperscript{96} so information can flow back to the mothership. Since a pitch meeting does not trigger any legal obligation, the tech giants can use what they learn from vetting to clone the company’s technology or recruit away its key engineers.

From the startups they vet, the tech giants can then select a smaller number of for investment. If they lead a financing round, they typically get the right to designate a person to serve on the board of directors.\textsuperscript{97} Even if they merely
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follow other investors, they can bargain for the right to name a board observer. At board meetings, directors and observers get updates on the company’s finances, technological progress, commercial deals, and important hires. Unlike in large public companies, startup boards get deeply involved in management. They give strategic advice, make connections, and approve major corporate decisions.

Corporate VCs can use the information they gain from board meetings to assess the competitive threat and respond accordingly. If they decide the startup poses no threat, their loss is capped at their investment and their employee’s time. They may learn that another startup in the same industry is the real threat and decide to acquire that startup instead. If they decide the startup is developing a potentially disruptive technology and does pose a competitive threat, they have a range of options. They can propose a corporate partnership. They can set up a joint venture. Or they can acquire the startup.

A corporate VC serving as a startup director can also subtly influence the company’s strategy. They can steer the company to develop the technology in a way that complements the tech giant’s business or steer it towards a market where it will be less of a competitive threat. True, directors have a fiduciary duty to the companies they serve. They are required to disclose conflicts of interest and recuse themselves if necessary. But that law is rarely enforced because no one inside the board has an incentive to bring a lawsuit. The other directors will be founders, other senior managers, other corporate VCs, or financial VCs. Founders and managers don’t want to alienate potential acquirors. And, as we will see below, financial VCs don’t want to alienate potential acquirors either.

2. Financial VC

Most venture investments are made by independent or financial VCs—firms like Sequoia, Benchmark, or Andreesen Horowitz. You might think
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that investors who pride themselves on building new companies and invoke the rhetoric of disruptive innovation would be hostile to the tech giants. You might even think that they would support greater antitrust enforcement to level the playing field for the new entrants they fund. But in practice, many leading VCs are outspoken defenders of the tech giants.\footnote{Transcript, supra note 76, at 7–8.} It’s good for business.

VCs make money when their funds deliver returns to their limited partners (LPs). VCs get to keep a share of the profits in the form of carried interest.\footnote{Gilson, supra note 35, at 1072.} And they develop a track record that helps them raise new funds, which means more management fees and more opportunities for carried interest. A VC fund makes money when one or more of the companies in its portfolio has a successful exit.\footnote{Lemley & McCreary, supra note 11, at 36.} Most successful exits are acquisitions or IPOs, and in recent years, startups are increasingly exiting by acquisition rather than IPO.\footnote{Lemley & McCreary, supra note 11, at 26.}

Financial VCs and acquirors are repeat players. VCs know that there are a finite number of companies that can acquire the startups they fund. And they know that there are an even smaller number of companies that can acquire a startup at a price that will deliver the exponential returns on which their business depends. Venture returns follow a power law.\footnote{See MALLABY, supra note 40, at 7–9.} Most of the profits in a successful venture portfolio will come from a small number of exits—often just one—that return 10x or more.\footnote{Id. at 8–9.} And the returns of the top VC funds are even spikier—they have more strikeouts but also more grand slams.\footnote{Chris Dixon, Performance Data and the 'Babe Ruth' Effect in Venture Capital, ANDREESSEN HOROWITZ (June 8, 2015), https://a16z.com/performance-data-and-the-babe-ruth-effect-in-venture-capital.} VC careers are increasingly built on a small number of high value acquisitions. Therefore, it is extremely useful for VCs to be on good terms with the corporate development arms of the tech giants.

The tech giants understand all this, so they cultivate relationships with the leading VCs. Although there are many VC firms, the performance of VC firms is remarkably consistent over time.\footnote{Ramana Nanda et al., The Persistent Effect of Initial Success: Evidence from Venture Capital, 137 J. FIN. ECON. 231, 237 (2020).} This is in part because most startups want to take investment from the most prestigious VC firms, so the top VC firms often land the most promising startups. The tech giants only need relationships with a small number of firms to get a clear view of the competitive landscape and an inside track to acquiring potential competitive threats.
The upshot of the mutually beneficial relationship between the tech giants and elite financial VCs is that sometimes the tech giants don’t even need to steer startups in their direction. Their good friends at Sequoia will do that for them.

Now, to be sure, the best strategy for founders and VCs may be subtle. The tech giants will pay more for a startup if they believe it poses a real competitive threat. Founders and VCs lose leverage by appearing desperate to sell. So a savvy startup may engage in costly behavior that signals that they are willing to compete, while at the same time engaging in friendly negotiations to sell. But even if they haven’t invested themselves, the tech giants are in a position to monitor the startups funded by their friends in the VC community, and to offer them a profitable exit in the form of an acquisition if and when they view the startup as a risk.

B. Leveraging Access to Data and Networks

The tech giants have another powerful source of leverage for cooption—access to their data and their networks.

Tech companies famously have enormous amounts of data about their customers. Alphabet knows what we search for, which websites we visit, and where we travel, and, for half the population, what we are doing on our phones. Amazon knows what we shop for and how much we are willing to pay for a range of products and services. Apple knows, for the other half of the population, what we are doing on our phones. Meta knows who our friends are. Microsoft knows who our colleagues are.

The tech giants’ data has tremendous value for their businesses.\(^{112}\) It helps them develop better products and to decide how to market them and price them. The tech giants can train neural networks on this data, which will enable them to build more powerful artificial intelligence.

That value doesn’t just come from the willingness of others to buy information; in many cases it is intrinsic to the success of the product itself.\(^{113}\) Search engines that know from experience what people are looking for perform much better than those that don’t. Social media firms need to know who you might want to connect to. And shopping sites want to be able to offer you the products you want. Incumbents have all that information. It would be difficult for a new entrant to acquire similar datasets independently because most of the markets that generate this data are highly concentrated and have strong network effects or other barriers to entry.


\(^{113}\) \textit{Id.} at 294.
The same data also has tremendous value on the open market.\textsuperscript{114} Accordingly, one might think that that tech giants would be eager to sell this data to any firm willing to pay the right price. But that would be taking a short-term view. Selling data to a startup could turn them from a potential competitor into a genuine threat. The savvier strategy is to use access to data as leverage to get potential competitors to cooperate.

We know that at least one of the tech giants selectively withholds data from its potential competitors. In 2013, a startup Six4Three introduced a creepy iPhone app called Pikinis, which enabled users to find their friends’ swimsuit photos on Facebook.\textsuperscript{115} In 2015, Facebook—quite reasonably!—cut off Six4Three’s access to this data. Six4Three responded by suing Facebook, alleging unfair competition.\textsuperscript{116} That lawsuit was going nowhere; Facebook wasn’t in competition with Six4Three, and in any event had reason to cut off access to a company that was violating its terms of service. But internal Facebook documents produced in discovery in the Six4Three litigation leaked to the press.\textsuperscript{117} The documents showed that Facebook was selectively doling out access to data to companies that were cooperating and withholding it from companies that were competing.\textsuperscript{118}

For example, Facebook gave Amazon access to user data because they were advertising on Facebook.\textsuperscript{119} But it cut off the startup MessageMe once it grew large enough that it looked like a potential competitor.\textsuperscript{120} In one email, a Facebook manager proposed dividing apps into “three buckets: existing competitors, possible future competitors, [or] developers that we have alignment

\textsuperscript{114} Id. at 286, 294, 321–22.
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with on business models” and restricting data access accordingly. Developers in the non-competing category “were able to regain access by agreeing to make mobile advertising purchases or provide reciprocal user data to Facebook.” Facebook presented these policy changes to the public as a win for user privacy.

When tech giants selectively share and withhold data, they send messages to startups deciding how to commercialize their innovations. Develop it in a way that could lead to competition, and we will cut you out. Develop your technology in a way that complements our existing products, and we will give you the data you need. And in fact, if you really want to take advantage of our resources, you could join us.

Control over access isn’t limited to data. Because of network effects, in many cases startups in adjacent fields need access to the incumbent’s network itself. We’re not talking here about opening access to direct competitors in the platform market itself; it’s not surprising that that doesn’t happen. But the platform companies for the most part got where they are today by opening their platform to all comers in adjacent markets — upstream suppliers and downstream consumers. Amazon made its fortune not just by selling products but by providing a platform where anyone could sell products. Facebook wants to connect everyone to each other, and Google declared its mission to be to organize all the world’s information and make it accessible and useful.

Once they became dominant, though, many platform companies saw an advantage in cutting off access to the platform to some companies they viewed as competitors, either because they were in an upstream market in which the platform also competed or because the platform feared the company might use its product as a springboard to bypass the platform altogether. Facebook, which long had open APIs allowing people to search its site and cross-post to multiple sites, closed those APIs in 2013, shortly after it won the social media competition. Microsoft, fearful (with good reason, it turned out) that internet browsers might one day become “middleware” that would reduce or even eliminate the need for a PC operating system, sought to degrade Netscape
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Navigator’s access to customers through their PCs. And Apple, which controls whether you can load an app on your iPhone, has cut Epic Games off entirely from the app store after a dispute over Apple’s 30% fee, and spent years slow-walking the access of sites like Spotify and Netflix that it saw as competing with its own music and video offerings.

Even if they don’t preclude access entirely, incumbents can interfere with their rivals in numerous small ways, from slow-walking approvals on the app store to delaying the shipping of goods to links that fail unexpectedly. Firms with the ability and incentive to foreclose rivals dependent on access to their network exist at the mercy of the dominant firm.

In a network market, cutting out participants costs money. It reduces the size and therefore the value of the network. Incumbents do it selectively, when they think that doing so will benefit them by heading off potentially disruptive competition.

C. Inviting Regulation

The next play in the cooptation playbook is a surprising one: inviting regulation. One might be forgiven for assuming that regulation is something governments do to rein in big companies over their objection. And that is sometimes true. But not always.

Something remarkable began happening in 2019: Facebook began taking out full-page ads in major newspapers encouraging governments to regulate the internet. Mark Zuckerberg even wrote an op-ed in the Washington Post arguing for greater regulation. Others have gotten in on the act. OpenAI’s CEO Sam Altman—whom we’ll meet again below—told the U.S. Congress
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that it should regulate AI. So has Sundar Pichai, the head of Google, Tim Cook of Apple, and Microsoft President Brad Smith.

What’s going on here? To be sure, some of this is posturing. Companies can see the ways the political winds are blowing, and if they think regulation is inevitable, they may try to get out in front of the wave in hopes that they can shape the form of that regulation.

But we think there is more to it than that. While companies generally don’t like regulation, the one thing they hate even more is competition. And regulation often serves to restrict competition. Sometimes it does so directly. A variety of regulations, passed for some combination of good and bad reasons, restrict or affirmatively prohibit competition in a series of important markets. Some were passed because we believed competition wouldn’t work in the industry, and a promise to prevent competition was part of the bargain for price regulation. We abandoned those entry restrictions in a host of markets from the 1970s to the 1990s, and in virtually every case (ground transportation, air travel, telephony, electric power, taxis, and hotels) it turned out that both competition and innovation were possible in markets we once thought weren’t amenable to competition. The Biden Administration has taken further steps to try to eliminate regulatory rules that prevent entry.

Many of the entry-preventing regulations seemed like a good idea when they were implemented. They served social goals. AT&T’s monopoly stopped
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the development of incompatible telephone networks that couldn’t communicate with each other. Power company monopolies were thought necessary to spur investment in a wide electric grid. And taxi regulations theoretically served public safety by preventing unscrupulous people from robbing customers—and unscrupulous customers from robbing cabbies. But in each case they also reduced consumer choice, reduced the incentive to invest in quality, and prevented full price competition. Worse, they discouraged innovations that would have (and eventually did) make those technologies cheaper and better.

Even when barriers to entry were adopted for good reasons, long experience shows that the industry beneficiaries can and will game the regulatory system to protect themselves from competition. There is good reason to regulate entry into the pharmaceutical industry, for instance, and good reason to reward innovation in that industry with a temporary monopoly in the form

140 See JERRY KANG & ALAN BUTLER, COMMUNICATIONS LAW AND POLICY: CASES AND MATERIALS 293 (7th ed. 2020) (describing how even “customer premises equipment” makers, once they finally won the right to connect to AT&T’s network with their own handheld phones, initially had to use a “Protective Connection Arrangement” device in order to ensure the network survived).


143 For telephony, see Nicholas Economides, Katja Seim & V. Brian Viard, Quantifying the Benefits of Entry into Local Phone Service, 39 RAND J. ECON. 699, 725 (2008) (finding welfare gains from firm differentiation and choice, though not from retail price).

For taxis and Uber, theory strongly suggests that Uber’s entry would reduce cost, as foregone compliance costs and increased supply should act to reduce cost and price. But cf. Vsevolod Salnikov et al., OpenStreetCab: Exploiting Taxi Mobility Patterns in New York City to Reduce Commuter Costs 2 (Mar. 10, 2015) (unpublished manuscript), https://arxiv.org/abs/1503.03021 [https://perma.cc/6R68-95P4] (suggesting that Uber may only be cheaper in NYC for trips that would otherwise cost more than thirty-five dollars per cab).

144 For electricity sectors, see Paul L. Joskow, Deregulation and Regulatory Reform in the U.S. Electric Power Sector 121 (MIT Ctr. for Energy & Env’t Pol’y Rsch., Working Paper No. 00-003, 2000), https://dspace.mit.edu/bitstream/handle/1721.1/44967/2000-003.pdf [https://perma.cc/4PFR-YMBY] (finding that deregulation led to “retail price reductions … in … states that have already implemented reforms,” yet noting that these price reductions so far have been achieved less by market forces than by regulators managing the transition towards competition—and enjoying a strong bargaining position as a result).

of patent protection. But the industry has become expert at gaming both of those systems to extend control and prevent competition long after patents and regulatory exclusivity should have expired. Companies in other regulated industries, like electric power, are also adept at capturing regulators and using regulation to prevent innovation that threatens their monopoly. That doesn’t mean we don’t need behavioral regulation, but it does raise the specter of “regulatory capture” – of agencies that come over time to serve the interests of the capitalists they are supposed to be holding in check. Regulation can also inhibit competition in more subtle ways – ways that disproportionately target disruptive startups. First, regulation can impose standardization, with the government setting rules on what products can and can’t do. That is precisely what the AI giants are calling for, for instance. And regulation that limits product variety – that mandates a conception of what the industry should look like – tends to favor the players who have already built an industry around that vision and don’t want it disrupted. Startups with a different model need not apply, because the regulators have regulated (generally in good faith) with a static vision of what the industry might do.

Second, complying with regulations takes time and money. Incumbents have both; startups generally don’t. So persuading the government to impose rules that require companies to hire compliance officers, file reports, and especially to change how they design and build products are likely to disproportionately affect small startups who can least afford to bear those costs. Worse, the startups may not know the regulations even exist or have the in-house
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148 To be fair, this kind of market-restrictive regulation can also provoke disruptive entry, as taxi regulation did for Uber and Lyft. See, e.g., Bryan Casey, Uber’s Dilemma: How the ADA May End the On-Demand Economy, 12 UNIV. MASS. L. REV. 124, 138–40 (describing transportation network company efforts to avoid traditional taxi regulations by claiming status as a mere “platform”); Lemley & McKenna, supra note 138; Stigler, supra note 137, at 9.
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expertise to comply with them. That gives incumbents another opportunity to head off disruption by filing lawsuits and regulatory complaints. And as Lemley and McKenna have documented, incumbents regularly take advantage of this, using lawsuits and regulatory complaints to try to prevent competitors gaining a foothold.  

D. Acquiring Potential Competitors

The final weapon in the cooption arsenal is simple and effective: buy up the company that might otherwise disrupt you.

In the last two decades, each of the tech giants has acquired many startups that either competed in their market or in adjacent markets. Some of the most valuable deals include Google’s acquisitions of DoubleClick and YouTube; Amazon’s acquisitions of PillPack and Zappos; Apple’s acquisitions of Beats Electronics and Shazam; Microsoft’s acquisitions of GitHub and LinkedIn; and Facebook’s acquisitions of Instagram and WhatsApp. But those are the ones we’ve heard of, because the companies were sufficiently large and the products are still around. There are hundreds, probably thousands, of smaller acquisitions of companies you’ve never heard of – and now never will. Incumbent monopolists can and do often pay a premium over what other potential acquirers would pay, making a tech giant acquisition attractive for many startups. The question is why tech companies are willing to pay more than others to buy a startup. It may be the promise of greater synergy, but it may also be a desire to coopt disruption.

The logic of cooptive acquisitions was well articulated by Mark Zuckerberg. In 2012, in an email to Facebook’s COO, he wrote: “I’ve been thinking recently about how much we should be willing to pay to acquire mobile app companies like Instagram and Path that are building networks that are competitive with our own.” The companies are small, Zuckerberg stated, but they are growing quickly, “the networks are established, the brands are already meaningful and if they grow to a large scale they could be very disruptive to us.”

150 Lemley & McKenna, supra note 138.
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Zuckerberg tried to take back what he said the next morning. He wrote in another email: “I didn’t mean to imply that we’d be buying them to prevent them from competing with us in any way. Buying them would give us the people and time to incorporate their innovations into our core products.” But then in a private message on the day that Facebook bought Instagram, Zuckerberg told another colleague: “I remember your internal post about how Instagram was our threat and not Google+. You were basically right. The thing about startups though is you can often acquire them.”

Zuckerberg’s own statements make it clear that Facebook’s motivation for buying Instagram was at least partially anticompetitive. But the hard problem for antitrust law is that it is often hard to tell whether a startup acquisition is anticompetitive. These acquisitions do not resemble the mergers between established firms that antitrust law is accustomed to policing. In some cases, the merger will be horizontal (two firms in the same market), but the startup will have too small a market share at the time of the merger to be confident about the effects on concentration. In some cases, the merger will be vertical (two firms at different points in the supply chain) and thus subject to less demanding scrutiny. And in some cases, the merger will be conglomerate (two firms in adjacent or unrelated markets), which are rarely successfully challenged.

We will come back to antitrust law in Part IV. But for now, we want to focus on a different question—what impact do different kinds of startup acquisitions have on technological progress? Is the acquisition synergistic or co-opting? We can gain insight into this question based on what the acquiror does with the startups’ assets and employees after the acquisition.

1. Synergistic Acquisitions

A synergistic acquisition is a sale after which the assets and employees of an acquired startup are put to a more productive use after the acquisition. In a typical acquisition in which one of the tech giants buys a startup, this will be the defense. And the defense is sometimes meritorious.

Schumpeter’s arguments for why the large incumbents are better equipped to innovate are relevant again here. The tech giants have economies of scale, easier access to markets, economies of scope (and thus the ability to internalize innovation spillovers), and a lower cost of capital. There are some products for which these capabilities are critical to successful commercialization.

The classic example of successful synergistic acquisitions is Cisco. In the 1990s, Cisco was the dominant player in the market for computer networking
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software and hardware.\footnote{158} Cisco achieved a 65\% share of the market for routers LAN networks.\footnote{159} In those years, networking technology was evolving quickly, and companies were experimenting with novel ideas. Even though Cisco was large firm, it did not have the R&D capabilities to try out every plausible idea. Cisco realized, though, according to Gilson, that “if venture capitalists funded startups that pursued alternative solutions to the technology problem, then Cisco could acquire the company that won the technology race in time to have a product to market when it was needed.”\footnote{160} Cisco would then pay a premium to the winner that would justify the VCs’ bets. Cisco’s “large market share and its extensive marketing and distribution system” got the new networking technologies to market faster than a startup might have.\footnote{161}

The Cisco story exemplifies how the venture capital market, as a market, is better at exploring a series of risky ideas than a firm with a single risk-averse gatekeeper. It also illustrates how the advantages of a large incumbent—in this case access to markets and existing customer relationships—can sometimes extract more market value out of a technology than a new entrant.

The tech giants like to present themselves as the modern-day Cisco. Barnett, drawing on the work of Geis, argues that Alphabet has shown the value of synergistic acquisitions with G Suite, its office productivity software.\footnote{162} He explains how each of its elements—Google Docs, Google Sheets, and Google Slides—was built on acquisitions of several startups.\footnote{163} Then he argues that G Suite as a package offers a more valuable competitor to Microsoft Office than any of the startups’ individual applications would have been.\footnote{164} It is the ability to integrate startups’ technologies and bring them to market, Barnett claims, that creates synergies.\footnote{165}

We do not dispute either of these examples. But we note that neither of them involves significant post-acquisition innovation. The startups did the innovating. The large incumbent provided the access to markets or the economies of scope. When a startup has developed its innovation to the point that something close to a product—and it cannot easily get traction in the market itself—it is plausible that combining it with the resources of an acquiror can add value. But that is often not the case.

\footnote{158}{Ronald J. Gilson, Locating Innovation: The Endogeneity of Technology, Organizational Structure, and Financial Contracting, 110 COLUM. L. REV. 885, 908 (2010).}
\footnote{159}{Id. at 908.}
\footnote{160}{Id. at 909.}
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Further, it is important to distinguish between scale and synergy. In many markets, including the ones we discuss in Part III, moving from startup to large player requires a healthy investment of money. Tech companies have plenty of money, and they can (and do) point to their ability to allow a startup to grow by investing the resources needed to scale the idea. But that’s not synergy. The startup could also grow by borrowing money from a bank or getting an investment from a private equity firm, by going public, or by merging with a large company that is not in its market. And scaling in one of those ways, unlike acquisition by an incumbent, creates a new competitor in the marketplace.

Even if a combination is truly synergistic, there remains the further question of whether the acquisition by the incumbent was necessary to that synergy. In the G Suite example above, for instance, it is surely correct that combining a word processor, a slide generator, and a spreadsheet program into a single, compatible suite of products improves each of those products over the free-standing alternatives. People want to be able to move images, graphs, and text among their different files. But it doesn’t necessarily follow that it was important that Google be the one to integrate those two. Perhaps Google being the integrator added value, or perhaps there is some reason the integration couldn’t have been done by anyone else (though we are skeptical on the latter claim).

2. **Cooptive Acquisitions**

The flip side of a synergistic acquisition is a cooptive acquisition. Imagine a startup that has a good idea but still needs to develop the technology further to make it truly transformative. Maybe it has achieved a technical breakthrough but needs to turn it into a product. Maybe it has prototype that it needs to refine through beta testing. Or maybe it has developed a technology with multiple use cases, and it needs to experiment with different potential markets. In these cases, an acquisition— even one that also offers some potential synergies— could destroy a lot of value.

The tech giant will want to divert the development of the technology to reinforce its own dominance. It may kill the company altogether to avoid the risk of competition. Even if it doesn’t, it may turn what could have been a disruptive innovation into a sustaining innovation. And even if the tech giant’s executives sincerely want to continue to pursue the startup’s innovation and disrupt their own business, industrial organization problems may prevent them from doing so. The middle managers in between the executives and the startup will fight to defend their turf. Risk-aversion will set in, now that the startup is attached to a larger conglomerate that can pay large judgments and suffer reputational damage. And the startup equity incentives will be replaced with the tech giant’s stock, which will not track the value of the former startup’s project.

Some of the tech giants have tried to hold onto the disruptive potential of new technology by converting startups into semi-autonomous units within
their companies. They try to shield them from middle managers, give them an independent brand to encourage risk-taking, and compensate their employees with synthetic equity tied to the value of the semi-autonomous unit. But it’s hard for the tech giants to credibly commit to give the former startup real autonomy, because if the semi-autonomous unit starts to build a product that would disrupt the industry, the tech giant’s executives will have strategic reasons—and pressure from internal constituencies—to resist it. And a wealth of empirical evidence suggests that that is exactly what happens in large organizations.

The most extreme kind of cooptive acquisition is a killer acquisition—a deal in which the acquirer buys the startup in order to shut down development of its technology. This kind of acquisition is an easy case for antitrust law. As Herbert Hovenkamp explains, “[e]conomically a merger-plus-shutdown is no different than the output reduction that attends a cartel. Indeed, the only reason these acquisitions occur is because the alternative of agreeing with a firm to shut down a plant in exchange for a payment of money would be unlawful per se.”

Cunningham, Ederer, and Ma provide evidence that about five to seven percent of biotech startup acquisitions by pharmaceutical companies are killer acquisitions. They show that pharmaceutical companies are significantly more likely to shut down development of a drug from a startup they acquired if they already had a drug that serves the same market.

The pharmaceutical market has some unique features that make it dissimilar from the markets where the tech giants operate. A drug is a discrete product—a specific chemical combination with a specific mechanism of action. It targets a discrete market—the patients suffering from a particular medical condition. And the drug development process is unusually regimented. Each drug must pass through well-defined stages of clinical trials to win the approval of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). For these reasons, it is easy to identify the drug that a startup was developing, determine if it competes with the acquiror’s drug, and observe whether its development has been shut down.
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That doesn’t mean killer acquisitions are more common in pharmaceuticals than elsewhere; it may simply mean they are easier to spot.\footnote{Cunningham et al. also show that many killer acquisitions are structured to avoid antitrust scrutiny, with prices that cluster right below the Hart-Scott-Rodino threshold for notifying the government and getting clearance for a merger. \textit{Id.} at 685.}

We do not doubt that the tech giants have acquired some startups solely for anticompetitive reasons and without any intention to use their assets or former employees. But we think the more typical case is messier. In an acquihire, for example, the acquiror plans to do \textit{something} with the startup’s assets and/or its employees.\footnote{Coyle \& Polsky, \textit{infra} note 81, at 293–96.} The people go to work maintaining the existing monopoly, but the technology disappears. We think this still counts as a killer acquisition, but it will often be justified by a “failing firm” defense – the startup wasn’t going to succeed, and the incumbent wasn’t interested in the technology, either to squelch it or to employ it.\footnote{Lemley \& McCreary, \textit{infra} note 11, at 96–97.}

The more complicated cases are ones with mixed motivations. An incumbent may buy a startup because it finds the technology intriguing \textit{and} potentially threatening. It may improve the incumbent’s product but also thwart potential competition. The question antitrust courts face is whether the synergies that the merger creates will offset the loss to competition and innovation from extinguishing an independent company. In other words, the court will need to determine whether the acquisition was, on the whole, more synergistic or coopting.

\section*{E. The Harms of Cooption}

So what?, you might respond. If the merging parties are both OK with folding a disruptive startup into an existing bureaucracy, what’s wrong with that?

The problem is that cooption harms innovation. Our claim here is that the same dynamics that inhibit disruptive innovation by longstanding employees of large incumbents inhibit disruptive innovation by new employees from acquired startups. Once a tech giant acquires a startup, the former startup employees will find themselves frustrated by diseconomies of scope. They will report to managers who value their relationships with the firm’s existing customers and existing markets and prioritize sustaining innovations. They will find projects vetoed by risk-averse gatekeepers who do not want to jeopardize the company’s core lines of business. And they will find the powerful equity incentives of the startup replaced with a guaranteed salary and stock options that have little to do with their everyday work. As a consequence, they will find their efforts directed away from the more disruptive innovations that their
The tech giants win from coopting disruption even though it destroys social value. In fact, they benefit in two ways. They make faster incremental progress on the sustaining innovations that they want. They get the new code, the valuable intellectual property, and the fresh ideas of the startup. And, critically, they also kill off a competitor. They no longer have to worry about the startup actually developing the more disruptive innovation and leapfrogging them or other tech giants acquiring the startup and using its assets to compete with them.

The employees from the acquired startup may feel frustrated. They may miss working on more fundamental innovations they were developing at the startup. They may chafe at the acquiror’s bureaucracy. But the founders and early employees will be newly wealthy. In some cases, they can quit and travel the world. In other cases—for example, if they are subject to a holdback agreement—they can “rest and vest.” The successful exit will be a nice line on their resume. And they will have a well-paying job at a large tech company. And after all, they (or the leaders, at least) agreed to the acquisition in the first place.

Who loses? Everyone else. Consumers will not benefit from the disruptive innovations that the startup might have developed. And they will not benefit from the improvements in product quality or product variety or the price reductions that competition—the threat of business-stealing—would have pushed the incumbents to develop. The team that was developing the more fundamental innovations will—maybe rapidly, maybe gradually—be disintegrated. And the acquirors who destroyed them will not have the incentive or ability to push them forward on their original mission.\(^\text{175}\)

And mergers are not just private affairs between the merging parties. We have regulated mergers for over a century precisely because mergers reduce competition. A century ago, that lost competition generally came in the form of higher prices or reduced consumer choice. In the tech world, the competition we lose is often the disruptive competition of a startup that is killed off or coopted. As the 2023 Merger Guidelines recognize, that is a problem even though the new technology is not yet competing with the incumbent.\(^\text{176}\)
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III. DISRUPTIONS COOPTED

In this Part, we discuss three examples of disruptive technologies being developed right now. They serve as case studies of how incumbents are co-opting new markets.

A. Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence is the clearest case of cooption. Each of today’s leading AI companies—DeepMind, OpenAI, Anthropic, and Inflection—began as an independent startup. Each of them has sought to escape the grip of the tech giants. But each is now, to varying degrees, intertwined with them. It once seemed plausible that AI would be developed by a new generation of independent companies. Now it seems likely that the tech giants will shape the direction of AI development.

1. Disruptive Potential

Artificial intelligence is notoriously hard to define.\(^{177}\) The term “AI” is often used as a placeholder for a new technology that could someday perform a cognitive task that technology can’t perform today. But then when the technology arrives, it’s no longer AI. The current wave of investment in AI, though, is focused on a specific kind of technology that is already here—generative AI. Generative AI makes something new—text, images, videos.

The generative AIs that have most captured the public’s attention are Large Language Models (LLMs). An LLM is a program that can generate natural language text in response to a prompt.\(^{178}\) At the core of an LLM is an artificial neural network, software with a structure that loosely resembles biological neurons.\(^{179}\) Engineers train a neural network by feeding it large amounts of text and evaluating its output.\(^{180}\) Over time, the neural network learns connections between words that help it decide what text to generate in response to a prompt.\(^{181}\) The LLM’s goal is just to predict what text that the user would like to generate, but it can seem as if the LLM is reasoning its way through the question that the prompt asked.\(^{182}\)
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LLMs have proven themselves capable of performing tasks that we associate with human intelligence. For example, OpenAI’s GPT-4 achieved a 90th percentile score on the Bar Exam, an 88th percentile score on the LSAT, and passing scores in a wide range of standardized tests in engineering, science, social science, and humanities.\(^\text{183}\) Some LLM-enabled chatbots can also hold a conversation in such a natural voice that they raise fresh doubts about whether the Turing Test is a sufficient test of intelligence.\(^\text{184}\) LLMs today are unreliable. They are known to “hallucinate” facts that aren’t facts and events that didn’t happen.\(^\text{185}\) They are easily tricked by certain kinds of logic problems.\(^\text{186}\) And they show a limited ability to perform basic reasoning, like using math.\(^\text{187}\) They are also still brittle. Changing how a prompt is phrased without changing its substance can lead the LLM to generate a different answer.\(^\text{188}\) But LLMs are improving rapidly.\(^\text{189}\) OpenAI’s newest LLM chatbot, GPT-4, excelled at specific tasks with which GPT-3 struggled.\(^\text{190}\) And some of the unpredictability comes from the fact that LLMs seem to communicate in such a natural, interactive way that we expect them to be reasoning in the way humans do, rather than what they are actually doing – using predictive models to connect words and concepts in a way that their training has shown text is likely to do.

AI has the potential to restructure the economy. LLMs and diffusion models that generate images are general purpose technologies.\(^\text{191}\) They have the potential to perform many of the tasks currently performed by white-collar workers—particularly sales, marketing, customer operations, and software engineering.\(^\text{192}\) And because these tasks cut across almost all sectors of the economy, the total addressable market is enormous.\(^\text{193}\) Generative AIs are expensive to develop.\(^\text{194}\) They require massive amounts of data and computing power and the labor of highly compensated engineers. So LLMs are simultaneously the kind of disruptive technology that is harder
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to develop if you are an incumbent focused on sustaining innovations and the kind of costly technology that is easier to develop if you are rich in cash, data, and compute. That said, the costs are not so great that only a tech giant can play. While generative AI requires lots of compute, cloud computing companies sell that compute quite cheaply. While they require lots of data for training, much of that data is available for free on the internet.\textsuperscript{195} And many of the AIs have been developed as open source models, including LLaMa and Stable Diffusion. And since Llama 2 was open-sourced last year, developers have downloaded it more than 100 million times, and created more than 16,000 derivative models.\textsuperscript{196}

2. Cooption

The first modern AI company, DeepMind, was founded in London in 2010.\textsuperscript{197} Its cofounders included two British researchers, Demis Hassabis and Mustafa Suleyman.\textsuperscript{198} In its early days, DeepMind was known for training a neural network to beat classic video games like Pong and Space Invaders.\textsuperscript{199} Even though the company was based in the U.K., Hassabis traveled to Silicon Valley and raised capital from Peter Thiel and Elon Musk.\textsuperscript{200}

DeepMind’s independence didn’t last long. Both Google and Facebook offered to buy the company.\textsuperscript{201} In those discussions, DeepMind’s cofounders reportedly made two demands. First, the technology must not be used for military purposes.\textsuperscript{202} Second, an independent board must govern its development.\textsuperscript{203} Facebook offered more than Google, but it wouldn’t agree to DeepMind’s conditions.\textsuperscript{204} In 2014, Google acquired DeepMind for $650 million.\textsuperscript{205}
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DeepMind continued to produce important work after the acquisition, perhaps because part of the team was physically separate from the rest of Alphabet. In 2016, DeepMind’s AlphaGo program beat one of the world’s leading players of Go, a popular Chinese board game. But DeepMind’s founders grew concerned about how Google would use their technology. The independent board that was supposed to oversee them met once and never met again. In 2017, DeepMind’s founders tried to quit. But Google raised their salaries and gave them more stock, and they decided to stay.

Google’s acquisition of DeepMind disappointed Elon Musk because he lost his influence over how AI would be developed. In 2015, Musk helped to found OpenAI, a new startup with Sam Altman, then the leader of the startup accelerator Y Combinator, as its CEO. OpenAI raised $1 billion from Musk, Thiel, Amazon Web Services, and others. The company was deliberately structured as a nonprofit to insulate it from commercial pressures that might compromise safety.

Musk soon grew convinced, however, that OpenAI should become a for-profit company. In 2017, he tried to take control of the OpenAI and combine it with Tesla. Altman successfully resisted Musk’s takeover, and in 2018, Musk left the company. Musk’s departure left OpenAI short on capital. So Altman turned to one of the deepest pockets in tech, Microsoft. In 2019, OpenAI struck a deal in which Microsoft invested $1 billion in OpenAI’s newly created for-profit subsidiary. In 2020, OpenAI released its LLM GPT-
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3. The API was open to the public, but Microsoft was granted an exclusive license to the model.\(^{221}\)

Some OpenAI engineers became concerned that their company was starting to prioritize commercial goals over safety—just as DeepMind’s founders had a few years earlier. In 2021, the lead developer of GPT-3, Dario Amodei, and a group of other concerned engineers, tried to persuade OpenAI’s board to remove Altman, whom they saw as insufficiently focused on safety.\(^{222}\) When their coup failed, they quit. Amodei and fifteen other OpenAI engineers formed Anthropic, their own AI startup.\(^{223}\) Anthropic was organized as a public benefit corporation with a mission to develop AI safely.\(^{224}\)

In November 2022, OpenAI released ChatGPT, a chatbot built on its large language model.\(^{225}\) OpenAI had planned the release as a "low key research preview"—a way to get some feedback to refine the system.\(^{226}\) But it went viral. Within a few weeks of its debut, over 100 million people had used it.\(^{227}\) ChatGPT triggered an arms race. Google released its own large language model chatbot, Bard.\(^{228}\) And Meta released code for its large language model, LLaMA.\(^{229}\)

ChatGPT’s success fueled OpenAI’s growth.\(^{230}\) In January 2023, Microsoft invested an additional $10 billion in OpenAI on top of the $3 billion it had already invested.\(^{231}\) Microsoft had also started to integrate generative AI into its products—including Bing, its code repository Github, and its cloud platform Azure.\(^{232}\) But OpenAI’s growth led to more internal conflict. In 2023, Helen Toner, an academic on OpenAI’s nonprofit board, published a paper
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that (arguably) portrayed OpenAI in an unfavorable light relative to Anthropic. Sam Altman was incensed and sought to have Toner removed from the board. But instead the board fired Altman and issued a statement saying that he had not been “consistently candid in his communications with the board.”

Altman fought back with help from a powerful ally—Microsoft. He announced a plan to lead a new AI lab at Microsoft. Over 700 of OpenAI’s 770 employees signed a letter stating that they would leave the company to join Altman at Microsoft if OpenAI’s board did not rehire him. Altman’s gambit worked. The board gave in. OpenAI rehired Altman. A new board was formed that included only one member of the previous board.

DeepMind also experienced an Anthropic-like exodus. In 2022, one of its cofounders, Mustafa Suleyman, founded a new startup, Inflection AI. Like Anthropic, Inflection was incorporated as a public benefit company—again, to shield it from commercial pressure. But like every AI startup, Inflection needed capital, so it raised $1.3 billion from Bill Gates, Eric Schmidt, Nvidia, and—sure enough—Microsoft.

Anthropic, like Inflection, is still nominally independent. But in 2023, the startup raised $4 billion from Amazon and $2 billion from Google. It is hard to imagine that sums of money that large won’t come with strings attached. And they are not alone. Multiple overlapping companies are investing in a variety of AI companies—and often in the same one.
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The risk of overlapping investment is particularly great because it can facilitate collusion either between the tech giants (who meet and work together as part of their joint investment) or between the startups (who are funded and directed by the same companies). The Federal Trade Commission recently launched an investigation into these overlapping investments.\textsuperscript{244}

While the core technologies behind generative AI all started out at startups and independent companies, they have gradually been drawn into the orbit of big tech. In 2023, Google gave up on the idea of having two separate AI labs. Google’s homegrown AI lab, Google Brain, merged with DeepMind into Google DeepMind.\textsuperscript{245} Microsoft has essentially locked up control of OpenAI and backed Inflection. And Google and Amazon have both made a significant play to invest in Anthropic.

Our concern with the structure of the emerging AI industry is that the tech giants will steer the companies they control or fund to develop innovations that preserve their dominance. For example, DeepMind developed a program called AlphaFold that beat out state-of-the-art methods in academic biology for predicting a protein’s three-dimensional structure from its sequence of amino acids.\textsuperscript{246} Now that Google merged DeepMind with Google Brain, will it still invest in protein folding research? Or will AI researchers will focus on

\textsuperscript{244} McCabe, supra note 2.
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building a better search engine (a rather dubious use of LLM technology in the first place)?

B. Virtual and Augmented Reality

Virtual reality (VR) and its cousin augmented reality (AR) took off in the past decade. Four major VR hardware platforms were deployed; so were many applications—mostly games, but also immersive news reporting and social experiments.247

1. Disruptive Potential

Some readers may be inclined to dismiss VR and AR as unimportant because they are “just” gaming platforms. That would be a mistake.248 First, gaming itself is an enormous and underappreciated business and social phenomenon—worth studying in its own right,249 and likely to become more so over time, since it is growing far faster than other forms of media. About 25 million Americans identify themselves as active video gamers.250 “The industry is a $30 billion annual business in the U.S., and $90 billion worldwide.”251 It has spawned its own popular television network, Twitch tv,

---


248 For discussion of the importance of law in multi-player virtual worlds, see F. Gregory Lastowka & Dan Hunter, The Laws of Virtual Worlds, 92 CALIF. 1, 8-12 (2004).

249 Edward Castronova, Virtual Worlds: A First-Hand Account of Market and Society on the Cyberian Frontier 2 (Ctr. for Econ. Stud. & Ifo Inst. for Econ. Resrch. Working Paper No. 618, 2001), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=294828 [https://perma.cc/VV9V-UXFL] (“[E]conomists believe that it is the practical actions of people, and not abstract arguments, that determine the social value of things. One does not study the labor market because work is holy and ethical; one does it because the conditions of work mean a great deal to a large number of ordinary people. By the same reasoning, economists and other social scientists will become more interested in Norrath and similar virtual worlds as they realize that such places have begun to mean a great deal to large numbers of ordinary people.”).


Other VR projects have included diversity training that lets people change their race or sex and see how others interact with them when they look different than they do outside VR.\footnote{Marco della Cava, Virtual Reality Tested by NFL as Tool to Confront Racism, Sexism, USA TODAY (Apr. 8, 2016), https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2016/04/08/virtual-reality-tested-tool-confront-racism-sexism/82674406 [https://perma.cc/FW63-VPEA] (“Feeling prejudice by walking a mile in someone else’s shoes is what VR was made for,’ says Jeremy Bailenson, director of Stanford University’s Virtual Human Interaction Lab.”); see also Adam D. Thierer & Jonathan Camp, Permissionless Innovation and Immersive Technology: Public Policy for Virtual and Augmented Reality 46 (Mercatus Working Paper, 2017) (noting that VR applications can generally make viewers empathize more with others).} VR will also doubtless be used for training...

2. Cooption

VR is currently the province of a variety of proprietary headsets—at the time we write this, the main players are the Oculus Quest, the Vive, the Playstation VR, MagicLeap, and the HoloLens—though that will doubtless change. Each platform runs its own games, sometimes on different computer hardware. The first three devices are focused on VR, while the latter two have concentrated on AR. While we expect that more games and apps will be written to work on multiple platforms over time, for the foreseeable future those programs will not work across platforms. If I want to interact with a friend in a VR game or business meeting, we both have to wear the same type of headset.

That incompatibility has meant that companies are jockeying for position to be the leading platform for VR. Some of the technologies were developed by existing incumbents in the video game space—Microsoft’s HoloLens and Sony’s Playstation VR. One of them (Microsoft) is also a tech incumbent. The other technologies were developed by small startups. But each of them ended up partnering with or being acquired by larger players during the development process.

managed to acquire VR fitness app developers Within – maker of Supernatural, the chief VR fitness competitor to Beat Saber, which it also acquired – despite over a year of legal challenges from the FTC.\(^\text{263}\)

Meta’s competitors have also bolstered their VR/AR offerings by acquiring cutting-edge hardware and software startups. Sony, the leading seller of VR/AR headsets behind Meta,\(^\text{264}\) acquired startups specializing in VR sports experiences,\(^\text{265}\) video games,\(^\text{266}\) and gesture tracking technology.\(^\text{267}\) Apple likewise acquired several VR and AR startups prior to the release of its Vision Pro headset, including NextVR, which focused on VR live-streaming, Spaces, which provided location-based VR experiences, and Mira, and AR headset manufacturer.\(^\text{268}\) And GoPro acquired French startup Kolor, a developer of software for VR content creation, and incorporated Kolor’s software into its own platform.\(^\text{269}\) Even those platforms that have remained independent – HTC’s Vive and MagicLeap – have done so by partnering with larger players in the game or technology spaces (Vive with Valve, the maker of the Steam game platform, and MagicLeap with Google and AT&T). The result is that once again, a technology developed by startups is increasingly coopted by tech giants.

---


C. Automated Driving

Automated driving is different from our other case studies. The deployment of automated driving technology does not threaten the tech giants’ dominance in their core markets, except perhaps for Amazon’s logistics business. Instead, the technology threatens to disrupt the incumbent automakers. We discuss it here because it illustrates how all large incumbents have incentives to attempt cooption; the tech giants just seem better at executing it.

1. Disruptive Potential

An automated driving system (ADS) is a combination of sensors, software, and computers that can together replace a human driver.\(^{270}\) A truly “self-driving” or “driverless” or “autonomous” vehicle is an ADS-equipped vehicle. The deployment of ADSs could become highly disruptive if ADSs can become safer and cheaper than human drivers.\(^{271}\)

The safety argument for automated driving starts with their potential to avoid common and costly human errors.\(^{272}\) ADSs will never drive drunk, drowsy, or distracted. They can be programmed to follow the rules of the road, drive defensively, and leave space for vulnerable road users. The catch is that while they avoid many of the problems with human drivers, today’s ADSs are still making errors that human drivers would not make.\(^{273}\) ADS-equipped vehicles have been involved in hundreds of minor crashes and a smaller number of more serious crashes.\(^{274}\) But the trajectory of ADS development is promising. By late 2023, the leading ADS—developed by Alphabet’s Waymo—had driven about 7 million miles without a backup driver.\(^{275}\) Its injury crash rate was lower than one would expect for a human driver,\(^{276}\) though the sample size is still too small to make meaningful comparisons.\(^{277}\)

---


\(^{271}\) In certain use cases, ADSs have other potential advantages over human drivers in addition to cost and safety. They can drive long, monotonous, and repetitive trips without getting bored. ADS-equipped vehicles without passengers can travel through dangerous areas, like war zones or regions hit by natural disasters.


\(^{273}\) See id. at 292–95.


\(^{275}\) KRISTOFER D. KUSANO ET AL., COMPARISON OF WAYMO RIDER-ONLY CRASH DATA TO HUMAN BENCHMARKS AT 7.1 MILLION MILES 1 (2023).


\(^{277}\) See NIDHI KALRA & SUSAN M. PADDOCK, RAND CORP., DRIVING TO SAFETY 10 (explaining that an ADS would need to drive 125 million miles to achieve 95% confidence that its injury crash rate was within 20% of the human injury crash rate).
The cost argument for automated driving is also still a work in progress. History suggests that the cost of producing physical goods tends to decline over time. The cost of human labor, thankfully, does not. ADS components—particularly sensors—have already seen significant cost reductions. If these costs continue to decline, a ride in ADS-equipped vehicle could become much cheaper than a ride in an Uber. For now, though, ADS-equipped vehicles are very expensive. And they are also being deployed with the assistance of remote command centers staffed by warm-blooded humans. For ADSs to become cheaper than human drivers, both the cost of components and the ratio of support staff to vehicles must fall.

Automated driving is not yet ready to replace drivers in all but a few specialized use cases. But it is possible to see how increasing safety and declining costs could turn automated driving from an expensive R&D project to a disruptive force. One way that might happen is to change what a car or truck looks like. In principle, any kind of vehicle can be equipped with an ADS—cars, trucks, vans, or specialized vehicles. The startup Nuro is developing small, passenger-less, ADS-equipped delivery vehicles. The public company Aurora is developing ADS-equipped 18-wheelers. Industries that make money from road transportation—taxis, rental cars, and trucking—are vulnerable to disruption. Industries that use land vehicles in production—farming, mining, and manufacturing—may be impacted as well.

The most consequential threat, though, is to the auto industry. This threat is particularly disruptive, in Christensen’s sense of the term, because automated driving challenges not just the automakers’ market shares, but also their business model.

The auto industry’s business model is familiar. The automaker builds a brand around luxury, safety, affordability, or a certain kind of driving experience. It designs a suite of models with a menu of features. It sources components from suppliers. It assembles those components into vehicles. Then it sells the vehicles to its dealerships, and the dealerships sell them to individual consumers. Those customers use their cars for only a small fraction of any given day.

---


280 Id.


Automated driving makes possible a new business model—the robotaxi. A rider hails a robotaxi on an app. The robotaxi arrives, transports the rider to their destination, and then moves on to the next rider. The robotaxi company owns the vehicles, not the consumer. The company also handles maintenance, cleaning, and insurance. There are no consumer-facing dealerships, repair shops, parts stores, or car washes. The make and model of the vehicle are largely irrelevant—when was the last time you cared what kind of vehicle your Uber driver was driving?

Robotaxis upend the value chain. In the auto industry’s existing business model, the critical link is the vehicle manufacturer. In the robotaxi model, the critical link is the ADS. Vehicles become commodities. If the robotaxi business model prevails, the bulk of the profits will go to ADS developers. Auto brands and dealerships become stranded assets.

Why are ADS-equipped vehicles being deployed as robotaxis? For now, it is a practical necessity. Most ADSs are dependent on highly precise, pre-programmed digital maps. The leading ADS developers have only mapped a small number of mostly warm-weather cities in the United States. No one wants to buy a car that can only drive around Phoenix and its suburbs.

In the long run, though, the economic advantage of the robotaxi business model is higher utilization rate. Most cars and trucks waste most of their days depreciating in parking lots and garages. When a robotaxi drops off one rider, it moves on to the next. A robotaxi network could serve the same transportation demand with a much smaller fleet. Robotaxis therefore change how many cars car companies will sell. Except in the densest cities most
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289 Templeton, *supra* note 283.

290 Marco Pavone, *Autonomous Mobility-on-Demand Systems for Future Urban Mobility*, AUTONOMOUS DRIVING 2, 10 (Markus Maurer et al. eds., 2016).
Americans own their own car. But there is no need to own a car (and pay for insurance, maintenance, and a garage) if robotaxis are ubiquitous and cheap. Far better to get a ride when you need one, free to spend the time in your car doing something safer and more interesting than driving. And because people spend most of their time not in their cars, a robotaxi service can use far fewer cars than individual owners demand. Those cars won’t sit idle most of the day.

Robotaxis could also bring social benefits. They could eliminate the need for parking and free up valuable land in cities. They could expand access to mobility for elderly people and people with disabilities. And they could reduce the cost of transportation—a net benefit as long as the robotaxis are electric and the energy and congestion externalities are taxed.291

To be sure, it is not clear whether Americans will adopt the robotaxi lifestyle. The auto industry has devoted a century of marketing to turning cars into status symbols. Automobile owners may not feel the same sense of freedom relying on a robotaxi fleet. And even in the best case scenario, it will be a long time before robotaxis serve rural areas. But it is clear that robotaxis represent an existential threat to incumbent automakers, a threat they are trying to coopt.

2. Cooption

Like many disruptive technologies, automated driving was not developed by incumbents. The history begins with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)—the same federal agency that helped to develop the internet (once known as ARPANET).292 In the late 2000s, DARPA held a series of races, the DARPA Challenges, for robotic vehicles in the Mojave Desert.293 Most of the competitors came from robotics labs at research universities like Stanford and Carnegie Mellon.294 Google cofounders Sergey Brin and Larry Page watched the second DARPA Challenge and grew interested in trying to commercialize the technology.295

---

291 See Gregory H. Shill, *Should the Law Subsidize Driving?*, 95 N.Y.U. L. REV. 498 (2020) (noting the various ways in which car culture has shaped the design of our society).


In the early 2010s, Google started to develop an ADS. The Google team met with some of the automakers, but they showed little interest. The automakers were focused instead on a sustaining innovation related to self-driving—driver assistance systems. These systems can help a driver steer, brake, and accelerate, but they cannot replace a human driver. For example, one widely available driver assistance feature, adaptive cruise control, can automatically adjust a vehicle’s speed when the vehicle ahead speeds up or slows down. Another driver assistance feature, lane centering assistance, can nudge a vehicle’s steering so it stays in its lane. Driver assistance systems can make driving less effortful, but they do not threaten the automaker’s business model. They are just another vehicle feature that automakers can sell to their customers.

Around the middle of the last decade, the automakers appeared to have a change of heart. The first company to change its mind was another outsider—Uber. In 2015, Uber hired a team of roboticists from Carnegie Mellon to develop an ADS for robotaxis. In 2016, GM acquired Cruise, a small venture-backed startup working on ADS, in an acquisition that was reportedly worth $1 billion. When it announced the deal, GM said that Cruise would focus on robotaxis. In early 2017, Ford promised to invest $1 billion in a company called Argo AI, which also planned to develop an ADS for robotaxis.
automakers followed suit. Toyota invested $500 million in Uber’s robotaxi program.\textsuperscript{305} Honda invested in Cruise.\textsuperscript{306} Volkswagen invested in Argo.\textsuperscript{307} Hyundai invested in a robotaxi company called Motional.\textsuperscript{308} For a moment, it looked like the automakers had decided to disrupt their own industry.

The tech giants also started to pour money into automated driving. Google spun out its ADS program into Waymo.\textsuperscript{309} Amazon spent $1.3 billion to acquire the robotaxi startup Zoox.\textsuperscript{310} And after years of leaks, Apple admitted that it was testing ADS-equipped vehicles.\textsuperscript{311}

For some of the automakers, though, disruption proved too costly. In the late 2010s, it became clear that automated driving technology would take longer to develop and would require more sustained infusions of capital than the automakers could tolerate.\textsuperscript{312} Ford shut down Argo in what it said was a strategic decision to focus on driver assistance systems—coopting the fruits of its ADS development for a sustaining innovation.\textsuperscript{313} GM forced out the CEO of Cruise in part because he wanted Cruise to focus solely on robotaxis, while GM wanted Cruise to devote some effort to its driver assistance systems.\textsuperscript{314}


\textsuperscript{307} Keith Naughton et al., \textit{The Self-Driving Car Race Heats Up as Volkswagen Seals its $2.6 Billion Investment in Argo AI}, FORTUNE (June 3, 2020), https://fortune.com/2020/06/03/autonomous-cars-volkswagen-ford-argo-ai.

\textsuperscript{308} Ian Thomas, \textit{Hyundai Plans $5 Billion Investment in U.S. on Mobility Technology Such as Autonomous Driving and Robotics}, CNBC (May 23, 2022, 11:08 AM), https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/22/hyundai-plans-5-billion-investment-in-us-on-mobility-technology.html.


\textsuperscript{311} \textit{APPLE, OUR APPROACH TO AUTOMATED DRIVING SYSTEM SAFETY 2} (2019).


Uber rushed its deployments, and one of its ADS-equipped vehicles stuck and killed a pedestrian.315 Uber eventually sold its program to a startup for no cash.316

Most automakers, such as BMW, Mercedes, and Toyota, are focused on sustaining innovations—driver assistance systems and other partially automated features for individually-owned vehicles.317 Tesla is pursuing a sustaining innovation strategy but calling it disruption. Tesla’s driver assistance systems—Autopilot and “Full Self-Driving”—require a human behind the wheel.318 And they are sold as features on the existing vehicles Tesla sells to its customers.319

Today, Alphabet is still enthusiastically pursuing disruption. Waymo’s robotaxis are driving on public roads in California and Arizona without any driver behind the wheel.320 Zoox’s robotaxis are also being tested in San Francisco, but with test drivers and on a much smaller scale.321 Some observers speculate that Amazon will eventually divert Zoox’s resources to logistics, a field where it is a dominant incumbent.322 Apple seems to have abandoned its attempt to build an ADS and is settling for building an electric car with driver assistance.323

---


Driver assistance systems likely won’t improve safety much. In fact, there is mounting evidence that they cause crashes by lulling drivers into complacency.\footnote{Mickle et al., supra note 279.} Driver assistance systems also won’t bring the other social and consumer advantages of robotaxis—freeing up valuable land, increasing the efficiency of the vehicle fleet, expanding mobility, and reducing the cost of transportation. But driver assistance systems generate profits for the automakers and give them the patina of innovation. More important from the perspective of the car companies, it doesn’t risk a world in which people don’t buy cars as a default matter.

The example of automated driving supports Christensen’s claim that disruption doesn’t come from incumbents. Even if incumbents can see the appeal of disruptive innovations, their organizations are built to settle for cooption. Disruption comes from new competition. Therefore, in the sectors of the economy that the tech giants don’t already dominate, they can sometimes play the role of white knight supporting disruptive innovation. But in the sectors they control, their incentive is to coopt disruption.

IV. Remedies

What can we do to open the market to disruptive competition? In this Part, we offer several ideas for how to disrupt the coopting of disruption.

A. Unlocking Directorates

As we noted in Part II, one way incumbents can coopt disruptive startups is by monitoring and potentially controlling their process at an early stage, long before any possible acquisition. And a central way they are in a position to do that is by funding the startups themselves, either directly or indirectly. That funding comes with privileges—often a board seat and participation in management of the company, but always with access to company financials, plans, and customer projections. Access to that market intelligence allows them to see competitive threats coming and react to them, to decide whether to buy the company to head off competition altogether, and to use their influence to steer potentially disruptive startups in ways that don’t threaten the incumbent’s core business.

An obscure provision of antitrust law offers a potential solution to the problem of incumbents serving on the boards or management teams of startups. Since 1914, the Clayton Antitrust Act has made it unlawful for competitors to share directors (and since 1990, to share officers).\footnote{Clayton Antitrust Act § 8, 15 U.S.C. § 19.} This rule contains exemptions only for companies that have less than $4.1 million in competitive sales or where the competitive overlap between the companies is less
than 2% of their sales.\textsuperscript{326} Notably, interlocking officers and directors between companies that compete, even in part, are illegal \textit{per se} – without any inquiry into whether the companies in fact restrained competition because of their overlapping interests or whether the conduct offered procompetitive benefits.\textsuperscript{327}

One rationale for this rule is to prevent conflicts of interest, since officers and directors have fiduciary responsibilities to their corporations, and having responsibilities to competing companies is likely to prevent them from competing vigorously. An interlocked board member may encounter conflicts of interest because directors engage in documented meetings at regular intervals and have influence over corporate behavior at each company they help oversee – giving them the needed information and opportunity to make decisions that ultimately restrain competition between their companies. A high-profile example involves Google, whose CEO sat on the board of Apple until the FTC intervened in 2009, despite the fact that the two companies are the largest makers of smartphone operating systems.\textsuperscript{328} Another justification is to reduce the risk that competitors coordinate their pricing and product decisions.\textsuperscript{329} Interlocks provide opportunities for firms to pursue and conceal cartels. Companies with interlocked boards have been shown to act in parallel more and share knowledge amongst themselves.\textsuperscript{330} Interlocked companies in the life sciences may be more likely to engage in cartels or other anticompetitive behavior


\textsuperscript{329} See \textit{PHILIP E. AREEDA & HERBERT HOVENKAMP, ANTITRUST LAW: AN ANALYSIS OF ANTITRUST PRINCIPLES AND THEIR APPLICATION} ¶ 1300 (4th ed. 2016); Anoop Manjunath et al., \textit{Analysis of Over 2,200 Life Science Companies Reveals a Network of Potentially Illegal Interlocked Boards}, 9 J. L. BIOSCIENCES (forthcoming 2024).

such as pay for delay settlements, just as prior research has shown that companies with interests in both branded and generic drugs compete less vigorously as generics.\(^{331}\)

While they were a subject of significant attention in the 1950s and 1960s,\(^ {332}\) interlocking directorates have received little government or scholarly attention in recent decades. In part because the rule had fallen into disuse, one recent study found rampant violations of the rule against interlocks.\(^ {333}\) But that may be changing. In the past few years both the Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission called attention to the issue and brought actions against companies with illegal interlocks, forcing the compromised directors to resign.\(^ {334}\)

Interlocks are illegal under current law only if the companies involved have more than $4.1 million in revenue and compete with each other for at least a small percentage of that revenue.\(^ {335}\) It is not clear where this threshold comes from, as there is no evidence in the history of the rule showing that $4.1 million is the magic number at which interlocks become illegal.\(^ {336}\)D That current definition excludes many nascent competitors in the tech industry, who may be pre-revenue while developing a product. It also excludes early-stage companies in the biotech industry. The highly regulated nature of the biotechnology industry means that companies frequently plan to compete in an industry years before they actually enter the market and generate revenue.

But pre-revenue interlocks may have many of the same competitive harms as the ones the law currently prohibits. Indeed, coopting disruption can happen without violating existing law so long as the company is pre-revenue, or so long as its revenue stream is one that is currently in direct competition with the incumbent. We suggest that the law should be extended to companies that are in “nascent competition”—they do not yet have revenue in a market but have indicated an intent to enter the market.

Another limitation of the current rule on interlocking directorates is who it covers. Traditionally it applied only to the same individual sitting on the boards of directors of two competing companies. In 1990 the rule was extended to cover officers as well as directors. But even that broader rule omits many cases when the competitive risks of interlocks are significant. For instance, Lemley and van Loo show that the same venture and private equity firms fund many different startups in the same space.\(^ {336}\) Different partners
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\(^{333}\) Manjunath et al., supra note 329.


\(^{335}\) See Dooley, supra note 332.

from the same venture fund may sit on the boards of different companies, but they still owe their ultimate loyalty to the venture fund, and they can easily share information across the fund’s multiple investors.

A similar problem exists with incumbent investors. The risk that Sundar Pichai or Mark Zuckerberg will sit on the board of a disruptive startup is quite small. But Alphabet or Meta might well dispatch a vice president of corporate development or a team section head to serve in that role. They are not technically officers of Alphabet or Meta, so they don’t trigger the interlock rule even if they serve as a director at the startup. But their presence on the board presents the same worries about conflict of interest, collusion, and steering. The Clayton Act could not have contemplated the size of modern tech giants or the ecosystem of startups they face.

We think the rule against interlocking directorates should be expanded to apply to nascent and potential competitors, and to any manager (not just an officer or director) at one company who serves as an officer or director at a competing company. And we think that the rule should also be expanded to apply to board observers too. In startups, a board observer can have just as much influence over management—and just as much access to information—as a director. These reforms would not solve the problem of the close ties between financial VCs and the tech giants. But it would eliminate the most direct forms of intelligence gathering and influence that incumbents use to coopt disruption.

B. Limiting Leveraging of Data and Networks

Another way we can deter cooption is to prevent the tech giants from leveraging their access to data and networks against competitors. Specifically, we would impose on incumbent tech monopolists a presumptive duty of nondiscrimination in access where the defendant (1) provides or sells data or network access to at least some unaffiliated companies and (2) refuses to provide or sell the same data or network access to the plaintiff company on comparable terms, but (3) the plaintiff does not operate a competing network or otherwise compete with the defendant in the market from which it collected the relevant data. That presumption could be rebutted by a showing that there was a bona fide reason for the discriminatory treatment that was unrelated to competition, but the mere desire to choose whether to deal with a defendant would not be a sufficient justification.

In general, antitrust law protects a company’s right to choose the parties with which it deals.\(^337\) That makes sense—companies have more information than courts or enforcers about which deals will create the most value. In some networked industries, especially in the communications and transportation

sectors, regulation may impose a duty to deal. But those rules are outside the scope of antitrust law.

The courts have, however, found antitrust liability for refusals to deal in certain circumstances. The leading case is *Aspen Skiing v. Aspen Highlands Skiing*. In *Aspen Skiing*, two competing ski resorts in Aspen, Colorado had for years sold an “all-Aspen” pass that would allow customers to ski at both resorts for six days. But after a dispute, the defendant, which was the larger of the two resorts, dropped out of the all-Aspen agreement. The plaintiff, the smaller resort, tried to negotiate and even offered to buy the defendant’s lift tickets at retail price, but the defendant wouldn’t budge. The plaintiff sued, arguing that the defendant monopolized the Aspen skiing market under section 2 of the Sherman Act. The Supreme Court upheld liability for the defendant because the evidence showed that “the monopolist made a deliberate effort to discourage its customers from doing business with its smaller rival.” Further, because there was already an established business relationship, defendant couldn’t plausibly argue that it was unprofitable to do business with the plaintiff. The evidence clearly suggested that the refusal to business was an effort by a business that had acquired three of the four area resorts to drive the one remaining competitor out of the market.

In a more recent decision, *Verizon v. Trinko*, the court cast doubt on refusal to deal claims. The plaintiff, a customer of AT&T’s local telephone service, argued that Verizon had denied its rivals access to interconnection services in an attempt to monopolize the market. *Trinko* is a complicated case—Verizon had already paid a penalty for the challenged conduct in a settlement with telecom regulators. The Supreme Court held that the Sherman Act did not create liability for a refusal to deal in addition to the liability under regulation. The ruling was primarily based on the regulatory structure of the telecommunications market, which the Court held preempted antitrust enforcement. In dictum, Justice Scalia wrote that “[t]he opportunity to charge monopoly
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prices—at least for a short period—is what attracts business acumen in the
first place; it induces risk taking that produces innovation and economic
growth.” Scalia distinguished Aspen Skiing on the ground that that Verizon, unlike the defendant ski
resort in Aspen, had not voluntarily dealt with its rivals in the past and did not
sacrifice any profits by refusing to deal with them.

We agree with Scalia that the opportunity to be the first mover in a new
market and temporarily extract monopoly profits can motivate innovation. Requiring a monopolist to provide or sell that innovation to rivals might under-
mine the incentives for investment (though the fact that the defendants must
be monopolists means they have almost certainly recouped their investment
many times over already). But as Erik Hovenkamp has pointed out, the in-
vestment argument is at its strongest when applied to rivals in the same market.

There is less need to protect putative future investments in vertical integration
by allowing a vertically integrated monopolist to disadvantage upstream or
downstream competitors.

Consider again Facebook’s decision to stop selling Facebook user data to
the messaging app startup MessageMe, which we discussed in Part II. Facebook was an innovator in the social network market. If the VCs who invested
in Facebook had believed that antitrust law would one day force Facebook to
provide or sell data to other startups building social networks, which those
startups could then use to compete with Facebook, they might have been less
likely to invest. But the VCs wouldn’t have worried about antitrust law that
forced Facebook to provide or sell data to a startup in an adjacent market like
messaging. In fact, at first, Facebook wasn’t even in the messaging business.
Facebook didn’t add a chat function until 2008 and a standalone messaging
app until 2010. The reason Facebook and its VCs invested in innovating in
social networking is because they thought social networks would be profitable,
not messaging.

More generally, we agree with Erik Hovenkamp that courts should distin-
guish between “primary” and “secondary” refusals to deal. A monopolist
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should be able to refuse to share the components of an innovation in the market that the innovation targeted—that’s a primary refusal to deal. They shouldn’t be able to leverage their monopoly power by refusing to deal with companies that compete with them in other markets—that’s a secondary refusal to deal.

The clearest examples of anticompetitive refusals to deal will be cases in which the defendant voluntarily dealt with the plaintiff and then stopped, as with Facebook and MessageMe.\textsuperscript{358} Facebook’s initial willingness to sell data to MessageMe, like the Aspen Skiing defendant’s willingness to collaborate with its smaller rival, suggests that it was a profitable deal. In those cases, a court can reasonably draw the inference that the defendant’s decision to stop dealing was anticompetitive.

We wouldn’t, however, limit policing of secondary refusals to deal to cases in which the defendant had a preexisting contractual relationship with the plaintiff. If a plaintiff can show that the defendant provides or sells access to its data or networks to other companies but won’t deal with the plaintiff, then the court should be able to hold the defendant liable. But in these cases, we think, the court should be more receptive to a defendant’s argument that its refusal to deal was motivated by reasons other than choking off a potential competitor. Courts should inquire into what motivated the refusal to deal, looking in particular for evidence (direct or indirect) of a motivation to stop disruptors. Legitimate concerns about privacy or cybersecurity, like those that probably motivated Facebook’s blocking Six Four Three’s “bikini harvester,” should be permissible justifications for a refusal to deal, but the mere “right” to choose who you deal with should not be a sufficient business justification.

Finally, we recognize concerns that creating such a cause of action would open the floodgates to disgruntled businesses who didn’t get the deal they wanted. To make the cause of action manageable, we propose that it would be enforceable only by the state and federal governments, not by private plaintiffs. That was the approach the AICOA bill proposed, and we think it makes sense. While it risks underenforcement, particularly in an administration hostile to antitrust, the presence of state enforcers reduces that risk.

\textit{C. Regulating Regulation}

The most challenging tool for cooption is the perversion of regulation to protect incumbency. Done right, regulation of technology can be beneficial and even necessary to the development of that technology, minimizing the risk of harm to third parties and ensuring that the world views the technology as safe and trustworthy. But all too often regulation has become a way to insulate incumbents from competition, with predictable results. We spent 70 years in the clutches of a regulated telephone monopoly that made some remarkable
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innovations in its research labs, from the transistor to the laser to solar cells, but deployed virtually none of it in its core (and protected) market. Only when we broke up the regulated monopoly did we unleash a wave of innovation in telecommunications. AT&T didn’t innovate when it was a regulated monopoly because it didn’t have to. It was insulated from competition by statute, and it found common cause with regulators in coming up with reasons not to take a risk on new technologies. As one remarkable example, AT&T and regulators blocked the Hush-a-Phone, a rubber device that reduced the sound made by an old-fashioned telephone handset, out of fears that connecting a rubber device to the end of a plastic phone receiver might somehow damage the network itself.  

It is hard to respond to efforts to coopt regulation because sometimes the concerns that spur regulation are real, and regulators—who gain most of their information from the incumbents themselves—may not be able to tell real concerns from spurious ones. Nonetheless, there are a few things we can do to reduce the likelihood of regulatory capture and cooption.

First, lawmakers and regulators need to be aware of the problem. When incumbents ask to be regulated, large alarm bells should be going off in Washington. That doesn’t mean we shouldn’t regulate them; there may be good reasons to do so. But we should know that they are trying to coopt disruption, and we should vet the regulations accordingly.

Second, legislators and agencies should proceed with caution when they regulate new technology. Some technologies—like vaping devices marketed to teenagers—may require urgent action may be necessary to prevent irreversible harms. And some technologies may become harder to regulate once the interest groups backing them become entrenched. But regulating too early in the history of a new technology is often counterproductive. We should be particularly aware of the risk that early regulation that shapes how products can and can’t be made will be driven by profile and recency bias. Regulators should take care not to overreact to AI chatbots that sometimes hallucinate or ADSs that are involved in a small number of serious crashes. It can take time to observe the net impact that a new technology will have on health, safety, the environment, economic growth, democracy, or other social values. Regulation that treats new technologies more harshly than existing ones, conscious or not, is a key means of coopting disruption.

---


361 It is also likely to be ineffective. Several examples from recent history involve early legislation that subsequent technological changes rendered irrelevant. See Semiconductor Chip Protection Act of 1984, 17 U.S.C. §§ 901–914 (Supp. IV 1986) (an entirely new IP right to protect semiconductor “mask works” that was only ever used twice, because the way we make
because it is new can be overwhelming for legislators and agencies whose job it is to write rules. But often the best approach is “don’t just do something, stand there!”

Third, we should disfavor regulations that limit market entry. Those regulations most directly prevent disruption, and they have almost always turned out to be a bad idea. Health and safety rules for technologies are one thing, but limiting who can enter the market at all is quite another. And companies quite frequently seek to impose such rules. Hotels sought to ban Airbnb,\textsuperscript{362} taxi companies sought to require Lyft and Uber to charge more money than they do.\textsuperscript{363} Fantasy sports companies are trying to ban their competitors.\textsuperscript{364} The list goes on. Even if there is reason to regulate a new technology, there is rarely a good reason to ban it – and almost never at the behest of a competitor who stands to benefit from eliminating competition.

Finally, we should be conscious of the burden regulatory compliance imposes on startups and the fact that costly regulation disproportionately favors incumbents. We aren’t fans of new rules that apply only to individual identified companies, which seem to be in vogue in Europe these days. But there is a good case for exempting small companies from certain regulations for a limited period to enable them to get their footing.\textsuperscript{365}


D. Blocking Cooptive Acquisitions

The sharpest weapon to fight cooption is the power to block acquisitions. The antitrust statutes confer on the government broad authority to stop anti-competitive mergers. Section 2 of the Sherman Act bans monopolization and acquisitions that a monopolist undertakes to maintain its monopoly.366 Section 7 of the Clayton Act goes further. It prohibits acquisitions even if there is no actual or likely monopoly if the effect “may be substantially to lessen competition.”367 But the case law interpreting these statutes is ill-suited to acquisitions of small startups in unrelated markets that create long-term competitive threats.368

Antitrust law classifies mergers by the markets in which the acquiror and target operate.369 When they compete in the same market, the merger is horizontal. When they operate at different points in a supply chain, the merger is vertical. And when they operate in unrelated markets, the merger is conglomerate. All else equal, horizontal mergers are the easiest to challenge, vertical mergers are more difficult to challenge, and conglomerate mergers are nearly impossible to challenge.370 But while some cooptive acquisitions are of direct competitors, in many cases the relationship between the firms is more complicated. They may be potential future competitors, companies with adjacent or complementary products, or companies that won’t directly compete at all but may change the nature of the incumbent’s market.371 Consequently, in many cooptive acquisition cases, enforcers will start with unfavorable case law. And even when one of the tech giants seeks to acquire a startup that competes in one of its core market, enforcers may still struggle to show that the merger would significantly increase concentration if the startup has only a modest market share.372 In many cooptive acquisitions, the startup will not have started to compete at all.

A further problem is that startups are by their nature uncertain bets on the future. Any given startup might or might not disrupt an incumbent’s market. An incumbent buying the startup is often buying, not protection from competition that would certainly have occurred, but insurance against the possibility of disruption.373 Unfortunately, antitrust law has developed (incorrectly, in the case of section 7) to require proof that it was more likely than not that a merger
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would have excluded competition. That standard is hard to meet with cooptive acquisitions of startups.\footnote{374}{Id. (discussing this problem).}

Enforcers must also wield their power to block acquisitions carefully. VCs rely on acquisitions to generate the returns they need to deliver to their LPs. A ban on all startup acquisitions could reduce the number of successful exits, diminish returns to LPs, and lead to less investment in the next generation of promising startups.\footnote{375}{D. Daniel Sokol, *Vertical Mergers and Entrepreneurial Exit*, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 1357, 1357 (2018).} We can—and should—encourage alternatives to acquisition by, among other things, reviving the IPO market and liberalizing the secondary market for trading primary company securities.\footnote{376}{Lemley & McCreary, *supra* note 11, at 72–81; Wansley, *supra* note 34, at 1250–53.} If there is to be a merger, we should encourage purchases by other entrants in the market rather than by incumbents. And at the end of the day, a company that is started with the goal of being swallowed by a tech giant probably isn’t contributing much to society.\footnote{377}{Id. at 1883–86.} But in the near term, many venture-backed startups need potential paths to acquisition to raise capital.

For these reasons, antitrust enforcers need a strategy for blocking cooptive acquisitions that works within existing case law (or plausible improvements to that law) and is surgical enough to avoid chilling investment.

1. *Nascent Competitors*

We aren’t the first to recognize the challenges of blocking anticompetitive acquisitions. In a recent article, Hemphill and Wu argue that the government should block acquisitions of “nascent competitors.”\footnote{378}{Hemphill & Wu, *supra* note 152, at 1881; Lemley & McCreary, *supra* note 11 (making a similar recommendation).} We endorse their plan, but we think enforcement needs to take a step further.

Hemphill and Wu’s approach “emphasizes prospective innovation by a future direct competitor.”\footnote{379}{Id. at 1883–86.} Their main examples are Microsoft’s exclusionary conduct towards Netscape, the gene sequencing company Illumina’s aborted acquisition of another gene sequencing company, PacBio, and Facebook’s acquisitions of Instagram and WhatsApp.\footnote{380}{Id. at 1884–86.} In each of these cases, Hemphill and Wu argue, the new entrant was an innovator, they had the potential for future innovations, and they posed a threat to the incumbent.\footnote{381}{Id. at 1886.}
Hemphill and Wu propose that the government show that acquisitions of nascent competitors are anticompetitive by providing evidence of an anticompetitive plan. They argue that documentary evidence, a pattern of anticompetitive acquisitions, or a price that amounts to an economic sacrifice could establish the acquiror’s anticompetitive intent. And they also argue that courts should be receptive to evidence revealed after the acquisition that suggests it was anticompetitive, such as changes in price, product quality, and market position.

For cooptive acquisitions like Facebook/Instagram deal, we think Hemphill and Wu’s strategy makes sense. Zuckerberg’s email arguing for acquiring startups like Instagram because “they could be very disruptive to us” is a smoking gun of anticompetitive intent. And although Instagram didn’t have a large share of the social media market at the time of the acquisition, it is easy to see how its rapid growth could lead to greater competition in the counterfactual world in which the acquisition was blocked.

But we think some of the most important cooptive acquisitions might stretch the limits of Hemphill and Wu’s view of nascent competitors. Consider Google’s acquisition of DeepMind in 2014. Was DeepMind—a small group of engineers in London teaching a neural network how to play Pong—a “future direct competitor”? If so, in what core Google market would they compete? Would discovery reveal an email in which a Google executive characterized DeepMind as a long-term competitive threat? And today—a decade later—are there any changes in market conditions that would convince a skeptical court that the acquisition was anticompetitive?

To their credit, Hemphill and Wu are careful to acknowledge that how an innovation might develop is fraught with uncertainty and that some important innovations are “general purpose technologies.” They write that “[u]ncertainty about what products the incumbent and the nascent competitor will actually offer in the future” can lead to “uncertainty about the degree to which those products will actually compete.” We agree, and we think this uncertainty suggests that enforcers may need to take a more unconventional approach in some cooptive acquisitions.

2. Potentially Disruptive Technologies

We think the government should focus its challenges to cooptive acquisitions on the startup’s innovation capabilities. If we are to prevent the tech
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giants from diverting a startup’s disruptive innovation capabilities to the development of sustaining innovations, enforcers will sometimes need to act before it is clear how the startup will turn its innovation into a product. If antitrust enforcers were to have a case against Google’s acquisition of DeepMind in 2014, the case would need to have been based not on its current or immediate future products but on its capability to innovate.

Of course, an approach to policing startup acquisitions based on innovation capabilities need limits. Many startups have some innovation capabilities that could have a significant effect on competition. We can cabin enforcement in three ways—by focusing on specific technologies and specific firms and by looking at the cumulative effects of multiple acquisitions.

We think the DOJ and the FTC should announce that they will presumptively challenge acquisitions developing one of a list of specific “potentially disruptive technologies” by a specific set of acquirors—Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, Microsoft, and Meta. 388 To rebut that presumption, the merging parties would have to demonstrate that the startup will not succeed without the merger and that no company besides the incumbent is positioned to acquire it. 389

Our list of potentially disruptive technologies would start with our first two examples here, generative AI and virtual and augmented reality. As we observed in the Introduction, each of the tech giants grew by developing a new disruptive technology. Those same companies are now attempting to coopt startups that might leapfrog them the way they leapfrogged earlier incumbents. Restricting the companies with the most ability and incentive to coopt—the tech giants—from coopting the startups that pose the greatest long-term competitive threat—that is, the startups developing potentially disruptive technologies—is the best way to restore Schumpeterian competition without chilling investment in startups.

The government’s precommitment to challenge a specific set of mergers would create socially desirable incentives for startups. A startup developing one of the listed technologies would gain stronger incentives to turn its innovations into the products that its management team believed would garner the highest value on the open market—rather than the one most valuable to the tech giants. They would also gain stronger incentives to build a truly independent business and go public since an acquisition by the tech giants would be a less likely exit.

One might worry that startups trying to develop one of the listed technologies would find it harder to raise capital because some of the richest acquirors would be off the table. But the technologies that the government would list
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would be the kind that already attracted strong VC interest. We doubt VCs’ enthusiasm for investing in AI startups would stop if the government committed to challenge the tech giants’ acquisition of those startups today. Any prospective acquiror other than those five companies could still offer a lucrative exit, and in fact, they might be more likely to propose an acquisition if they expected they would not be stuck in bidding war with one of the tech giants. And as Lemley and McCreary have noted, there are plenty of other ways for startups to make money besides an acquisition, including the old-fashioned way: selling products.390

To be sure, our approach would create some line-drawing problems. The government would have to define its listed technologies carefully and will need to update them as new technologies replace old ones as potential disruptors. But that task is in loosely analogous to the kind of market definition problems that antitrust enforcers and courts deal with routinely. The government might also need to update its list of acquirors. We admit to some ambivalence about whether Nvidia—which in some ways resembles the tech giants—should be included. But if the government found itself changing the list of acquirors frequently, that would mean that the tech giants are facing new competitors, precisely the problem we are aiming to solve.

We think the list of presumptively anticompetitive merger spaces can be supplemented by a focus on the forest (the cumulative effect of all mergers in a space), not just the trees of individual mergers.391 Antitrust agencies should be more wary of a pattern of acquisitions in a new technological space. Such a pattern may suggest that the company sees disruptive potential in a technology that is not yet on the agency’s radar screen.

**Conclusion**

Innovation and competition are central to economic progress. Disruptive technologies offer innovation that brings competition. And competition in turn brings disruptive innovation – a virtuous cycle that gives us the best of both worlds. The tech giants have increasingly found ways to coopt that disruption – sometimes squelching innovation altogether, and at best using it to protect monopolies rather than destroy them. If we are to restore competition to the tech industry, and so preserve innovation, we need to find ways to ensure that disruptive technologies do what they are supposed to do – disrupt.
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